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HAT A THOROUGH WEB HE WEAVES.
KIRBY WEBB, OWNER OF SODDY-DAISY-BASED

WEBCO INC. AND CRAFTSTONE PRODUCTS LLC, HAS

SPENT HIS CAREER EXPANDING HIS BUSINESS INTER-
ESTS INTO THE STONE INDUSTRY AND BEYOND.

Webco Inc. began in 1982 as a stained glass company called “Web of
Glass” in Hixson, Tenn. As it grew, the company began expanding its
product line—leading to an extensive variety of offerings from custom
leaded stained glass windows and entryways, custom solid wood doors
and sidelights with stained glass inserts, build-up sticks for laminate
countertops, and post-formed countertops. The company also offers fab-
rication and installation of granite, quartz, and solid surface countertops
and also a variety of sinks, including an innovative gravity sink.

“It’s been a hoot,” Webb said. “I like to do this. I just like dealing with
people. I like selling stone. I like the machinery. I like being able to buy
big machines,” he said with a smile.

Speaking of big machines, Webb bought a GMM Sirio, an automatic
bridge polisher for marble and granite, that can process four slabs at a
time. “It’s the largest one in North America–that includes Canada,
Mexico, and the United States,” he said. 

The Sirio can texture polish slabs as well as surface polish. Webb said
that a very popular option is giving the slabs an antiqued texture.
“People just love it,” he said. “They think (the texture) makes it look
more like real stone.”

Other tools used in the Webco Inc. shop include a 60,000 psi Flow
Waterjet, three CNC machines, and a LVP-p Flat Edge Polisher by
Marmo Meccanica.

Craftstone Products is strictly a wholesaler. A selection of granites are
housed at its facility on Bean Street in Soddy Daisy where customers
can visit and inspect the material they want to use in their projects.

The more-than-50,000 square foot facility is housed in the former
Daisy Mills building in
Soddy-Daisy, which was
built in 1918.IN THIS ISSUE

Kirby Webb Inspects a slab of Magma textured granite at Craftstone Products in Soddy-Daisy, TN.
“Designers have told us that adding texture to the stone makes it warmer and softer, adding to its appeal.”

THE WEBCO STORY: FROM STAINED GLASS TO GRANITETHE WEBCO STORY: FROM STAINED GLASS TO GRANITE
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“I bought this building initially so I could
display granite and sinks,” Webb said. 

Walking through the cavernous building on
a bright spring day, Webb grinned as he point-
ed out the transformation the facility was
undergoing. “I’ve got a dream,” he said. 

In addition to transforming a section of the
building into various themed show rooms,
Webb plans to build a Victorian streetfront
called “Fauxth Street” complete with street-
lights and storefronts. Another section would
be converted into offices. There are even fur-
ther plans. “If I live long enough, my wife and
I want to put a restaurant in back,” he said.

Webco Inc. started out with rather smaller
facilities. Web of Glass bought land in the
New Soddy Daisy Industrial Park in 1989 to
house its manufacturing facilities and within
the year made its home in a 10,000 square foot
building. “I said “Wow, I’ll never have to
move,” Webb said.

The company incorporated in 1990 and Web
of Glass officially became Webco Inc. Now it
has two separate facilities in a local industrial
park. It has a 20,000 square foot manufactur-
ing facility and show room and its corporate
headquarters.

There are more changes planned. Webb
would like to consolidate all his operations to

the Daisy Mills property although that would
involve new buildings to keep the businesses
separate. “Eventually, we’re going to move
everything here from the industrial park,” he
said. “I'll have the fabrication here also. It’s
going to take me awhile, but that’s what my
plan is.”

Prior to founding what became Webco Inc.,
Webb was assistant plant manager at a metal-
lurgical coke plant, Chattanooga Coke and
Chemicals, which manufactured a carbon
material by the destructive distillation of vari-
ous blends of bituminous coal. “I was in the
steel industry,” he said. “I did that for 18
years.”

How did Webb move from metallurgical
coke to making stained glass? “The same way
you get into everything–my wife said why
don’t you learn to do it, and then you can
teach me,” he said.

“Web of Glass” started out as a side busi-
ness. “I’m sort of a fidget,” Webb admitted. “I
do a lot of things.”

Although the focus started as stained glass,
Webb found himself drawn into other endeav-
ors. In 1986, he was asked to produce build-up
sticks for laminate countertops.

Above and Inset: The Marmo Meccanica SIRO Polisher is the newest addition to the family. It is
the largest slab polisher in North America. The SIRO can polish up to 4 full slabs at a time.
Below: Webco, Inc has 3 CNCs which are used to create custom countertops. The top pictured
below is Carnival granite with an ogee edge, and matches the contour of the customer’s vanity cab-

Continued on page 3
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Then in 1988, friends who owned a large
local cabinet shop asked if he would manufac-
ture and sell laminate countertops. They liked
the workmanship of the stained glass cabinet
door inserts that Web of Glass had been sell-
ing them and promised to purchase all their
countertops from the company.

Jumping into manufacturing an unfamiliar
product did not phase Webb in the least. “I
never cut a top in my life, and I went to
Albany, NY, and bought a post-form counter-
top shop,” he said. “Those were the Formica-
type tops."

In 1998, Webco Inc. expanded into the man-
ufacturing of stone countertops. The company
became the fourth distributor for Silestone
Quartz surfacing. After customers began
requesting granite and marble, the company
started purchasing stone slabs from distribu-
tors in Georgia and Tennessee.

With its natural stone business growing,
Webco Inc. began purchasing granite import-
ed from Brazil. It is something in which Webb
takes pride. “We specialize in exotic gran-
ites,” he said. “They cost us more, but they
bring (in) more money.”

Finding new varieties of stone to offer is
important to Webb, who travels abroad on a
regular basis to scout prospects.  “I’ve been
going to Brazil one or two times a year for the
past six years,” he said. “I've got a guy on the
ground, and I actually go to all the different
quarries. There are hundreds and hundreds.”

Webco Inc. is a family business. Webb oper-
ates it along with his wife, Sue, his son, daugh-
ter, and a host of other relatives. The business
serves eastern Tennessee, northern Alabama and
Georgia, western South Carolina, eastern North
Carolina, and southern Virginia and Kentucky. 

Employing about 16 people currently, Webco
Inc. is down from its pre-recession workforce.
“We used to have 65 before the recession, but
we're starting to grow back just a little bit at a
time,” Webb said.

At 64 years old, Kirby Webb is still full of
plans for Webco Inc. and Craftstone Products.
He shows no signs of slowing down. “I’ll prob-
ably work forever,” he said. “I like working, and
I like people.”

For more information about Webco and the
custom slabs and products available through
Craftstone Products, visit their websites
www.webcoinc.net and www.gravitysink.com or
call 1-888-299-3226.

Continued from page 2

        One of the many display areas at
Webco features an array of exotic
and popular granite slab samples.
The business serves eastern
Tennessee, northern Alabama and
Georgia, western South Carolina,
eastern North Carolina, and south-
ern Virginia and Kentucky. 

Below: The Stevenson kitchen is a
combination of Silestone grays,
Altair (upper top) and Cygnus
(lower top), to match their glass
tiles–creating a coordinated,
contemporary kitchen.

Left and Bottom: Craftstone
Products offers the Gravity Sink™
where the undermount sink fits into
a specially-cut groove in the stone,
especially effective for deep sinks.
No caulking is needed. “It was just
from personal experience of com-
plaints and problems they had
from the sinks,” Webb said.
“People like the beautiful, clean
lines, and the idea of being able to
sweep things directly off the coun-
tertop into the sink.” 
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Big Creek LLC

LIPPERY ROCK WOULD LIKE TO CELEBRATE THIS FATHER’S DAY EDITION WITH THE WEBCO

STORY, ABOUT A LOCALLY-BASED STAINED GLASS AND STONE COMPANY USING STELLAR

MATERIALS AND MACHINES. OUR PUBLISHER, RICH HASSERT, AND ALSO SPECIAL CORRE-
SPONDENT, PETER MARCUCCI, FOCUS ON THE RECENT COVERINGS 2012 TRADE SHOW AND

THE INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS DISPLAYED THERE. OUR FEATURED CORRESPONDENT, JOEL

DAVIS, ALSO WRITES ON THE RESURGENCE OF THE MUCH IMPROVED TWO-STROKE ENGINE

SPEED SAW, AND OUR STALWART REPORTERS BRING YOU THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS, GOOD ADVICE AND OPIN-
IONS. LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK OF OUR CONTENT ONLINE AT WWW.SLIPPERYROCKGAZETTE.NET. 
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800-575-4401

BETTER !   FASTER !   CHEAPER !

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Hurry —Sale Ends June 30, 2012

Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price
11051 4˝ Viper® 30 Grit Resin Pad, Velcro™ Backed $15.75 $12.75

YOU

SAVE
$300

The Viper ® 30 Grit Bites like a Cup
Wheel, Smooths like a Polishing Pad.
Viper® 30 Grit Polishing Pads have the chops to remove stock,

shape edges and prepare cut stone to begin the polishing process.
This grit will remove the deepest scratches. Unlike metal or carbide
cup wheels, chipping and bouncing is practically eliminated. You’ll
be able to move on to the polishing process in no time. 

NEW BOOK TITLED “SERIAL INNOVATORS” PUBLISHED BY STANFORD

UNIVERSITY PRESS, MAKES A CLEAR DISTINCTION BETWEEN INVENTION,
WHICH THE AUTHORS DEFINE AS AN APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY; AND

INNOVATION, WHICH IS A MARKETABLE SOLUTION TO A CUSTOMER’S PROBLEM. 

So what’s this to do with Coverings 2012?  Well, as in prior years, I walked the show looking
for what’s new. Sometimes I saw invention, less frequently did I find interesting innovations.

The primary reason I look for innovation is that I am looking for new products to offer
through Braxton-Bragg. I want to find neat stuff to sell. This year I found two innovations that
impressed me, both created by the same individual. One innovation will be rolled out through
Braxton-Bragg and one is free for the taking…if you are able.  

The first problem to be solved is the problem of protection. Tom Munro has reasoned that if
you could prevent damage to stone, you would reduce the need for stone restoration. Tom
researched the problem and discovered that homeowners will not re-seal granite countertops,
and do not properly care for stone showers, stone floors, and other natural surfaces in their
home. The problem is that people lack the knowledge and, usually, access to products that will
enable them to properly care for their investment. Solving this problem led Tom to work with
chemists to create a line of cleaning and conditioning products, which he offers under the
Supreme Surface brand. I have tested four of the products and liked what I saw, so we have
added it to the Braxton-Bragg website. If you are a fabricator, you might want to re-sell these
products to your customers.

The innovation that is free for the taking is a solution to the 1980s and ’90s bathroom boat
anchor, i.e. the giant whirlpool tub. These plastic eyesores were built into tens of thousands of
new homes over a twenty-five year period.  

As people update their baths, an inexpensive, low-profit solution is a new countertop—but
a much better answer is to turn your room into a spa, replacing the ugly tub that nobody uses
with a custom, stone shower. To get an idea of the possible, you can visit Tom’s website:
http://www.supremesurface.com/showers/tileshowers.html.

When you solve a problem, you can make more money than you can by simply replacing a
lavatory countertop. True innovation is always rewarded; inventions–only occasionally. 

If you have an innovative solution, please give us a call; we would love to do a Slippery Rock
article about it. Look for an upcoming interview with Tom Munro this summer.

Hope you enjoy the read.

Rich Hassert

FROM THE PUBLISHER’S PEN

COVERINGS—INVENTION
VS. INNOVATION

Email responses to:
publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net

THE 4TH MARRIAGE
HE LOCAL NEWS STATION WAS

INTERVIEWING AN 80-YEAR-
OLD LADY BECAUSE SHE

HAD JUST GOTTEN MAR-
RIED FOR THE FOURTH TIME.

The interviewer asked
her questions about her
life, about what it felt like to
be marrying again at 80, and
then about her new husband’s
occupation.

“He’s a funeral director,”
she answered.

“Interesting,” the newsman
thought.

He then asked her if she wouldn’t mind
telling him a little about her first three hus-

bands and what they did for a living.
She paused for a few moments, need-

ing time to reflect on all those years.
After a short time, a smile came to

her face and she answered proudly,
explaining that she had first married a
banker when she was in her 20s, then

a circus ringmaster when in her
40s, and a preacher when in her

60s, and now –in her 80s– a funeral
director.

The interviewer looked at her, quite
astonished, and asked why she had

married four men with such diverse
careers.

She smiled and explained,
“Well, I married one for the money, two for
the show, three to get ready, and four to go.”

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper 30 Grit pad Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

July 18-20, 2012
At the Braxton-Bragg Facility
4100 Appalachian Way, Knoxville, TN

Classes are only $899.00 
per student, 3-Day Session

LEARN GLASS FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE TECHNIQUES

THE BUDDY RHODES WAY!
This three-day class will teach Glass Fiber Reinforced

Concrete (GFRC) casting and mold-making techniques.
NOTE: This Advanced topic class is 

recommended for those already familiar
with concrete countertop building. 

Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price
17827 Buddy Rhodes Advanced Techniques DVD  $39.95 $19.95

Learn to make a counter with an integral sink, form planters and fur-
niture with fiberglass molds, and layer colors the Buddy Rhodes way!
This new DVD provides step-by-step details on techniques that you'll
want to see after you're comfortable making basic concrete coun-
tertops. Buddy himself leads the way with Matt Mondini and Joshua
Cruz, experts featured in the basic Concrete Countertops DVD.
Matt will show you repair and re-sealing techniques in a homeown-
er's kitchen with a beautiful set of countertops installed nearly ten
years before. Buddy will show you how to make your own paste for
filling voids and bug holes. This demonstration video takes the
pressed technique to the max and offers lots of new tips from
Buddy. This DVD is a perfect companion to the new Buddy Rhodes
Advanced Concrete Techniques class and book.

FOR A LIMITED TIME

WE’RE OFFERING THE BUDDY RHODES

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES DVD

AT HALF-PRICE!

Buddy Rhodes Advanced Techniques DVD

Call Kurt at 877-493-0205 to
confirm July 2012 Advanced

Session class dates and times.

NEW!
GFRC

CLASSA Step-by-Step Guide to Fabricating
Three-Dimensional Concrete Projects

2010 THE SFA  LAUNCHED THE

CAGE AT THE ANNUAL MEGA

WORKSHOP IN ST. LOUIS. SINCE

THEN, THE CAGE HAS EXPLODED

IN POPULARITY WITH FABRICATORS, AS WELL AS

SUPPLIERS.

The Cage is completely hands-on and with a
creed: Don’t wear your good clothes; you are
going to get wet! This is very true about The
Cage! The Cage is a chain-link fenced area
inside of the three top stone shows in the U.S.,
StonExpo, Coverings and the Mega Workshop
this year, October 10-12, 2012 in Nashville,
TN. Unlike Vegas, the SFA hopes that what
happens in the cage is spread all over the world. 

Any day in The Cage includes education
demos such as invisible seam setting, top pol-
ishing, texturing, scratch repair and anything
else an attendee would like to try and learn.
Besides the demonstrations, the attendees are
encouraged to try it themselves, applying what
they have learned directly to stone. Is there a
better way to learn than to watch and try? This
concept has made The Cage the most popular
event in the show.

Tools and new products are often offered by

the suppliers to promote and test their products
before you buy. Did you ever try a pad or core
bit before you bought it? Now you can.

The SFA is a non-profit organization, and is
continually finding new and innovative ways
for fabricators to learn, share and prosper.  

For more information on The Cage or to join
the SFA online community, please
visit www.stonefabricatoralliance.com

THE SFA WILL FEATURE THE
CAGE AT 2012 MEGA WORKSHOP,

OCTOBER 10-12

THIS IS A PLUG UP!
OLICE SAY A 49-YEAR-OLD MAN

TRIED TO ROB A CENTRAL NEW

YORK BANK ARMED WITH A TOI-
LET PLUNGER.

Utica police informed local media outlets
that Lawrence Deptola went into Citibank one
afternoon and threatened a teller with the
plunger.

Police responded after two other banks had

previously called authorities about a suspi-
cious man entering their buildings.

Deptola was arrested after a foot chase and
charged with attempted third-degree robbery.

It could not be determined at the time if
Deptola had a lawyer.

HE WAS IN A REALLY PISSY MOOD

INFORMATION TECHNOLO-
GY WORKER ACCUSED

OF URINATING ON

C O L L E A G U E S ’
CHAIRS AT AN OFFICE IN IOWA HAS

SURRENDERED TO POLICE.

The Des Moines Register
reports that 59-year-old
Raymond Foley turned
himself in to face a charge
of second-degree criminal
mischief.

Foley declined to com-
ment to The Associated
Press, other than to

acknowledge that he no longer works at the
Farm Bureau office in West Des Moines.

Police say some co-workers had com-
plained about stains on their chairs. A
security system was installed, and
police say it caught Foley in the act.

Police documents say Foley looked
up employee photos in the agency data-

base and then would go into the office
during off hours and then urinate on their

chairs.
The chair damage was estimated at

$4,500.

Source: The Des Moines Register,
http://www.desmoinesregister.com

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Budy Rhodes Advanced Class Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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HE MARBLE

INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA HAS

JUST RELEASED

A COMPREHENSIVE, NEW

IPAD® APP THAT GIVES DESIGN

AND CONSTRUCTION PROFES-
SIONALS QUICK, EASY ACCESS

TO DETAILED INFORMATION

ABOUT NATURAL STONES

QUARRIED IN NORTH

AMERICA.     

The Stones of North
America app is available for
free download at the iTunes
Store. The app has been produced by MIA with
generous support from MAPEI, the world
leader in the production of adhesives and other
products for the installation of stone and other
floor and wall coverings.

The app features marble, granite, and other
stones from more than 70 quarries in North
America. MIA’s goal in creating the app was to
give architects, builders, designers, homeown-
ers, and others shopping for natural stone an
easy way to view and select stone on the popu-
lar iPad. The app is being promoted to archi-
tects and design professionals through a robust
advertising campaign.  

The Stones of North America app displays
stones in vivid color and offers an array of
dynamic capabilities and valuable content for
stone selection and use:  

Users can explore natural stones by type,
color, intended use, location, and distance from
a project.

Featured stones are showcased through stun-
ning photos of their use in commercial and/or
residential applications.

Technical specifications, physical properties,
and details on recommended use make it easy
to specify the right stone for any project.

Sophisticated mapping technology enables
users to measure the distance from the stone’s
quarry and processing centers to a job site for
sustainable projects.

“The new Stones of North America app is an
ideal resource for professionals who specify
materials for residential and commercial proj-
ects,” said Gary Distelhorst, MIA Executive
Vice President and CEO. “Whether at the draft-
ing table, a client meeting, or on a job site,
architects, designers, and construction profes-
sionals will have instant access to robust infor-
mation for finding the right natural stone for
their project and using it effectively.”

MAPEI, the world leader in the production of
adhesives and complementary products for the
installation of all types of floor and wall cover-
ings and an MIA member company, provided
support for the development of the app. “We

are honored to help bring this unique new app
to the stone and building industry,” said Diane
Choat, Public Relations Specialist, MAPEI.
“This is the most comprehensive, state-of-the-
art stone selection resource of its kind and
we’re proud to partner with MIA to showcase
the beautiful stones of North America.” 

To download the Stones of North America
App, go to iTunes or the App Store and search
“Stones of North America.”

About the Marble Institute of America
For over 65 years the Marble Institute of

America (MIA) has been the world’s leading
information resource and advocate for the nat-
ural dimension stone industry. MIA members
include marble, granite, limestone, sandstone,
and other natural stone producers and quarri-
ers, fabricators, installers, distributors, and
contractors around the world. MIA is a regis-
tered provider to the AIA/CES program and
offers training related to natural stone. Visit
www.marble-institute.com for information on
natural stone.

About MAPEI  
With 67 subsidiaries including 58 plants in

27 countries, MAPEI Group is the world leader
in the production of adhesives and complemen-
tary products for the installation of all types of
floor and wall coverings. Eighteen MAPEI
manufacturing facilities are located in the
Americas, with headquarters in Deerfield
Beach, Florida. 

MAPEI Americas is a registered provider to
the AIA/CES program and offers training relat-
ed to ceramic and stone tile, floor coverings,
and concrete repair through the MAPEI
Technical Institute. The majority of MAPEI
Americas facilities are ISO 9001-2001 certi-
fied. Visit www.mapei.com for technical data
or call 1-800-42-MAPEI (1-800-426-2734) for
the nearest location.

MIA LAUNCHES NEW STONES OF
NORTH AMERICA IPAD APP

First Stone Selection of Its Kind, Now Available for 
Free Download on iTunes

To download the Stones of North America App,
go to iTunes or the App Store and search
“Stones of North America.”

BRAXTON-BRAGG HELPS ELIMINATE
FRUSTRATION WHEN FILTERING

DUST AND DEBRIS
RAXTON-BRAGG OFFERS VACU-
UM SYSTEMS THAT ARE DESIGNED

TO PREVENT FRUSTRATING CLOGS

WHEN FILTERING DUST AND DEBRIS

IN A SHOP SETTING.    

CDCLarue PB-1000 Vacuum Systems feature
an innovative filtration system that ensures that
their filters do not clog during operation, said
Product Manager Steve Bussell.

“This company has made reliable, depend-
able products for years,” Bussell said. “Made in
the USA, they are a perfect complement to any
kind of dry polishing process. They are conven-
ient and consistent high quality products.”

The filters are internally flushed and cleaned
while they work. The new system also prevents
the loss of suction and provides maximum oper-
ational reliability.

The PB2150 model is a very powerful vacu-
um designed for large size floor grinding and
polishing machines such as Lavina 25 and 32
Pro machines.

The PB1150 and PB1250 models are conve-
niently designed lightweight vacuums, which
are excellent for smaller and medium size
machines such as the 20N and 25 Pro.

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401. Braxton-Bragg
offers a full range of fabrication tooling and
installation accessories including sinks, instal-
lation hardware, and every tool and piece of
equipment needed to run a professional stone,
tile, and polished concrete shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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GOOD RIDDANCE
WAS A DAILY REMINDER OF THE

DEATH OF HER FATHER IN A

BRITISH INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT —
BUT A MOTHER OF TWO SAYS SHE

FEELS RELIEF AFTER SHE WAS GIVEN THE CHANCE

TO DEMOLISH THE FACTORY WHERE HE WAS KILLED.

Sarah Griffiths won a competition to lead
the demolition of a tower owned by
Campbell’s Soup food manufacturer. It was

the site where her father Mick Locke was
fatally scalded in 1995 in a steam accident.

After she triggered the series of explosions
which downed the factory in King’s Lynn,
eastern England, the 41-year-old Griffiths said
the event had given her a “chance of closure.”

She said the tower has been “a constant
reminder that I have been robbed of my dad.”

The site was being cleared for a new com-
mercial and retail development.

CAN’T MAKE HEADS OR TAILS OF IT
NE AREA IN KENTUCKY STILL

WON’T BE ABLE TO BUY ALCOHOL

— A DECISION MADE BY THE

FLIP OF A COIN. 

A vote held on whether to
allow alcohol sales in the
Graham Precinct in
Daviess County ended with
a 21-21 tie. So officials
flipped a half-dollar coin
(heads “yes,” tails “no”) to
decide the issue, and the
Messenger-Inquirer newspaper
reports it came up tails.

David Osborne, the county clerk, said the

election’s outcome was “unprecedented” in
an issue vote.

The county has 65 precincts where
alcohol sales are legal and 17

where they are not.

The historical origin of
coin flipping is the inter-
pretation of a chance out-
come as the expression of
divine will. It is a simple

and unbiased way of set-
tling a dispute or deciding

between two or more arbitrary
options. In duels, a coin toss was

sometimes used to determine which
combatant had the sun at his back.

WHO’S THE STAR?

NYBODY WHO KNOWS ME

KNOWS I’M A SMALL TOWN GAL.
I’VE LIVED MOST OF MY LIFE

RIGHT HERE IN NUBBINS, POPULA-
TION 1,800, WHERE I KNOW ALMOST EVERYBODY

AND MOST EVERYBODY KNOWS ME. I LIKE IT

THAT WAY – MOST OF THE TIME.

But I’ve been around some too – Washington,
D.C.; Chicago, Illinois; Branson, Missouri, to
name just a few of the places I’ve visited. But
despite all that running around, I had never been
to New York City – that is until last month.

Without telling me, my dear friends entered
my jingle for Liddy’s Jellies and Jams in a
contest, and for heaven’s sake, the thing won.
Before we knew what was hitting us, Merl and
I were packing for a four-day, three-night trip
in the Big Apple.

When my neighbor Martha Crabtree heard
about it, she got very excited.

“Oh, Ida Mae, you might meet a big star!”
she said, practically panting.

“I doubt that Martha,” I replied. “It’s a real-
ly big place.”

“Well, promise me if you meet a big star –
like Paul Newman – that you’ll get me his
autograph,” she asked earnestly.

“Martha, Paul Newman is dead,” I responded.
“He is? Oh, how disappointing,” she said.

muffins on doilies (with Liddy’s jam on the side,
of course). Merl and I endured the awkward
photo shoot without too much embarrassment. 

The last dinner was at the most upscale
restaurant of the three – the Down-home Urban
Café. Think country cookin’ in a fancy get-up.
Even though we weren’t paying the bill, I was-
n’t thrilled at spending my last night in New
York eating greens and mashed potatoes on
fancy china with white linen tablecloths. I have
no idea why the place was packed.

Then Cary Beeble showed up with his camera
and made a big fuss about taking our picture. Of
course, everyone stopped talking and looked our
way. A large woman under a big pile of poppy-
red hair came over and asked Cary who we were.

He did what any public relations profession-
al would do. He lied.

“Why this is Kristina Krellata – spokesper-
son for Liddy’s Jellies and Jams,” he said with-
out batting an eye – or looking in my direction.
“I’m sure you’ve seen her on one of our ads.”

“Oh, I think I have,” the lady said, very
excited. “Marybeth, come over here. It’s
Kristina Krellata!”

Suddenly the table was surrounded by peo-
ple trying to meet me and chattering away
about Liddy’s, as if they had ever heard of it.
Cary Beeble was eating it up and Merl just
laughed. I felt my blood beginning to boil, but

I didn’t feel like spoiling my last night in New
York, or worse – having Cary hand me the bill.
The sneak had me over a barrel, so I played
along, reluctantly, and signed a few autographs
“Kristina Krellata” for heaven’s sake.

The hubbub didn’t last long, though. No
doubt the crowd moved on to another “celebri-
ty” to harass. Those poor dears – treated like
royalty one minute, forgotten the next. Cary
slipped out pretty quickly before I could tell
him a thing or two about honesty, and Merl and
I enjoyed walking hand in hand beneath the city
lights before heading home the next morning.

Martha stopped by my house as soon as we
got back.

“Did you get me an autograph of anyone
famous?” she asked, breathless.

“As a matter of fact, I did, Martha. I got
Kristina Krellata’s autograph for you,” I said,
handing her a piece of paper. “You may not
recognize the name, but she’s a famous actress
in commercials.”

“Now that you mention it, I think I do recog-
nize her,” Martha said, getting more and more
excited. “Thank you so much, Ida Mae! Let’s
see what she wrote: ‘Dear Martha’ … oh, she
wrote my name! ‘Be your own star.’ Hmmm …
I wonder what that means?”

“I wouldn’t know,” I said. “You’ll have to ask
Kristina.”

“Well, anyone famous will do.”
I promised I would, even though secretly I

was rolling my eyes.
The trip was “all expenses paid,” but we all

know that nothing in life is free. Turns out
Liddy’s products are served in several restau-
rants in New York City, so we were required to
have our photograph taken while eating in each
of these establishments. A public relations gen-
tleman from Liddy’s named Cary Beeble
would be the photographer. I don’t much like
getting my photograph taken, especially in a
public restaurant, but that didn’t sound like too
high a price for a trip to New York.

And the trip was fabulous. We visited the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and took a boat
ride out to Ellis Island, waving at the Statue of
Liberty along the way. We saw Grand Central
Station and took a tour of NBC Studios, visiting
the set of a TV show I’d never heard of. We got
all gussied up and saw “Phantom of the Opera”
on Broadway – what a thrill. Then we squeezed
through Times Square with a thousand other
people of every shape, size and origin. I think all
of Nubbins would have fit in one corner.

I probably wouldn’t have picked the restaurants
where we were forced to eat, but they weren’t too
bad. Uncle Luigi’s Pancake Palace was a strange
mix of Italian and breakfast food, while The
Muffin Woman served only fancy coffee and

Auntie Mae’s Various Ramblings on Life in a Small Town
Ida Mae Nowes

Nubbins Special Correspondent 

DEAR OLD DAD
FATHER IS ONE OF THE MOST SPE-
CIAL PERSONS IN OUR LIFE. HE IS

LIKE A PILLAR OF SUPPORT, READY

TO PROVIDE US SHELTER AND TAKE

ALL THE WORRY AND FEAR AWAY FROM US. 

A child, especially a son, always looks up
to his father, as his idol. While all children
realize the importance their fathers hold in
their lives, very few are able to ever express
it. This is one of the primary reasons why
Father’s Day came into being; to provide us
an opportunity to thank our dads for all that
they have done for us.

Talking about the special day, what better
way to thank your dad than by making him
smile? With that said, hopefully you will find
the Father’s Day jokes listed below to be
quite handy.

____________
I figured out why they call our language

the “Mother Tongue.” Fathers never get a
chance to use much of it.

____________
Say what you will about healthy eating and

all, but I’ve always found it awfully difficult
to explain to my son (who’s 6´4˝ to my 6´ in
height), why junk food is bad for you.

____________
One time my kids wanted to surprise me

with a good breakfast in bed on Father’s Day.
They put a cot in the kitchen.

____________
If you think about it, Adam had more trou-

ble than any of the rest of us buying his
“Father” a gift for Father’s Day. I mean, what
do you get somebody who’s Everything?

____________
I started early teaching my kids the value of

a dollar. From then on, they demanded their
allowances in gold.

____________
A three-year-old boy went with his father to

see a litter of kittens. On returning home, he
breathlessly informed his mother that there
were 2 boy kitties and 2 girl kitties.

“How do you know?” his mother asked.
“Daddy picked them up and looked under-

neath,” he replied. “I think it’s printed on the
bottom.”

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these article and more
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HE CONCRETE DECOR

SHOW IS NOW SEEKING

PRESENTATION PROPOS-
ALS FOR THE 2013

CONCRETE DECOR SHOW, TO BE HELD

MARCH 11-15 IN CHARLOTTE, NC.

We are looking for basic and
advanced courses for educational
seminars, panel discussions and
hands-on workshops. Topics can be
drawn from the entire field of deco-
rative concrete but must be nonpro-
prietary. 

By submitting a presentation for
the 2013 Concrete Decor Show, you
will help shape our educational program as
well as the future of your industry. As a speak-
er/trainer, you will gain recognition for your
expertise and leadership, and equip others for
success. 

To review presentation guidelines and submit
your presentation please visit the link below.

https://go.concretedecorshow.com/call_for_
presentations.cfm

Final submissions are due by June 18, 2012.

THE CONCRETE DECOR SHOW IS
COMING TO CHARLOTTE, NC,

MARCH 11-15, 2013

TURKEYS GONE WILD

OAKLAND COUNTY WOMAN

SAYS SHE SNEAKS OUT OF HER

HOUSE EARLY IN THE MORNING

TO AVOID A STALKER — A 25-
POUND TURKEY WILLING TO BUMP, SCRATCH AND

HARASS HER.

Edna Geisler calls the foul bird “Godzilla.”
The 69-year-old told the Detroit Free Press
that the turkey wanders into her Commerce
Township property each day from nearby
woods. She says she recently couldn’t get to
her front door after a trip to the grocery store.

A video posted on the Free Press website
shows Godzilla roaming the property like it’s
his own. State wildlife expert Tim Payne says
adult turkeys are known to aggressively
defend their territory.

Officer Payne suggested Geisler open a
large umbrella to drive the turkey back to the
woods.

Source: Detroit Free Press,
http://www.freep.com

DON’T TEXT AND DRIVE (STOLEN
EXTING AND EATING WHILE

DRIVING? NOT THE BEST PLAN.
DO THOSE THINGS WHILE

DRIVING A STOLEN

TRUCK AND THE TROUBLE MOUNTS. 

Kennewick, Wash., police say a
Chevy pickup truck previously
stolen in nearby Richland ran into a
ditch and drove through some logs and
lawns before hitting a home.

Neighbors and the homeowner saw a man
run from the scene. A Benton County sher-
iff’s deputy in the area made an arrest a short

time later.
Spokesman Mike Blatman tells the Tri-
City Herald the arrested man said he was

eating a croissant and reading a text
message when he lost control of the
truck.

The spokesman says 32-year-old
Jeromy Kirkendall of Kennewick

was booked into the Benton
County jail for investigation of
possessing stolen property.

It wasn’t immediately known
if Kirkendall had an attorney or how

much damage was done to the home.

AH, THE MARRIED LIFE!
ARRIED LIFE CAN BE FULL

OF EXCITEMENT AND ALSO

HAVE A LITTLE FRUSTRATION.
SINCE JUNE IS THAT MONTH

WHEN MANY WEDDINGS OCCUR, WE’VE COM-
PILED A FEW FUNNY COMMENTS ABOUT THE

SACRED INSTITUTION:

• In the first year of marriage, the man speaks
and the woman listens.
• In the second year, the woman speaks and
the man listens.
• In the third year, they both speak and the
neighbors listen.

____________
It is true that love is blind, but marriage is

definitely an eye-opener.
____________

Getting married is very much like going to
a restaurant with friends. You order what you
want, and when you see what the other fel-
low has, you wish you had ordered that.

____________
It’s true that all men are born free and

equal, but some of them get married!
____________

There was this man who muttered a few
words in the church and found himself mar-
ried. A year later he muttered something in
his sleep and found himself divorced.

____________
A happy marriage is a matter of giving and

taking; the husband gives and the wife takes.
____________

Son: How much does it cost to get married,
dad?

Father: I don’t know, son. I’m still paying
for it.

Son: Is it true, dad? I heard that in ancient
China, a man didn’t know his wife until he
married.

Father: That happens everywhere, son.
Everywhere!
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RLEY WHOLESALE, INC., A FAM-
ILY-OWNED, THIRD GENERATION

WHOLESALE SUPPLIER OF CERAM-
IC, PORCELAIN, STONE, GLASS

MOSAIC TILES AND INSTALLATION MATERIALS,
WILL HOST ITS TENTH ANNUAL ARLEY

WHOLESALE TILE & STONE EXPOSITION ON

TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 2012. 

Taking place at the classic Radisson
Lackawanna Station Hotel in Scranton,
Pennsylvania, the Expo opens at 10 a.m. and
winds down around 5 p.m. on Tuesday
evening, closing out a three-day celebration
that includes the hugely popular Arley Golf
Classic on Monday.

Chuck Boettcher of Best Plumbing, Tile &
Stone of Somers, NY, an Arley customer for
many years who has attended this celebration
since its inception, stated, “With the exception
of one year, I’ve been to all of these Arley
events. I wouldn’t miss this once-a-year cele-
bration for anything. Quite frankly, companies
with showrooms such as ours can see great new
tile and stone materials firsthand. We know that
what is on display represents materials we can
easily obtain… and, that the professionals at
Arley have thoroughly checked out. 

“The research Arley puts into these products
saves us a lot of time and energy in making our
selections. Over the years, we’ve come to trust
Arley’s judgment regarding products that are
market-ready.

“Furthermore,” continued Boettcher, “We get
the opportunity to meet with manufacturers
one-on-one. At larger trade events such as
Surfaces or Coverings, these people are always
mobbed and just don’t have a lot of time to
spend with companies such as ours. 

“Arley provides a venue that allows us to get
to know these suppliers at a higher level. And,
because many of the guests from around the
country work for companies not unlike ours,
the networking aspect allows us to glean some
worthwhile ideas from peers.”

With 30-plus leading tile and stone manufac-
turers on-site presenting over 100 individually
labeled installed floorboards, over 100 concept
boards, 70 grouted panel sets, multiple
vignettes and much more, Arley’s event has
become a time and cost-saving alternative to
long national expositions. Arley Wholesale
extends its invitation to store owners, archi-
tects, interior designers, specification profes-
sionals, builders and contractors looking to
browse and specify the very latest styles and
trends in tile and stone.

Stefano Rabaioli, Vice President of Sales &
Marketing, Florim USA, stated, “There are
many benefits the Arley Wholesale Exposition
offers that are very unique. For example, at the
larger shows in which we exhibit, many times
customers and prospects come in to see proto-
types we’ve brought. Whereas this is a neces-

sary process, from the time they first see these
offerings to the moment the final product is
launched and then available, it can take more
than just a few months. 

On the other hand, the Arley event allows us
to showcase products that are in production and
in many cases (along with all merchandising)
also readily available. An added value is that
we get to meet Arley’s customers face-to-face,
which gives us great insight as to what they
want, what they need to sell these materials…
and, much more.

“In today’s economy,” continued Rabaioli,
“many retailers have had to cut back their
expenses and stop attending the bigger nation-
al shows. Arley’s Exposition allows them to see
the latest tile products and meet producers in a
relaxed yet very professional setting. Everyone
wins!”

Scott Levy, Executive Vice President of
Operations for Arley Wholesale has seen his
firm’s annual event become more and more
helpful to its clientele each year. “Sure, we
want to move product and in doing so, drive
revenue,” he declared. “Anyone would want
that. However, we know that if we don’t help
our customers become more successful, if we
don’t give them highly-researched, great tile
and stone materials and back up those products
with strong merchandising tools and marketing
ideas, we all lose. We cannot allow that to hap-
pen. That’s why our annual event offers them
so many benefits and strategic ways to enhance
their sales.”

Levy went on to say that his firm’s event is
the “only specialized trade show offering prod-
ucts which are either in stock or on their way to
be inventoried. Retailers, for example, aren’t
forced to import and then inventory for large
containers of tile and stone. They have the
option to select the latest products delivered by
truck, and in most occasions, on the road the
next day.”

Attendees of the Arley Expo will see new,
finished merchandising displays and a multi-
tude of design ideas in various forms that will
be ideal for their showrooms. “Additionally,”
Levy said, “We’ve established fantastic pricing
and incredibly expedient delivery programs for
our customers. Because they will be able to
meet directly with factory representatives, they
will be able to get the best possible information
about each respective product being shown at
the Expo. What this means is that buying deci-
sions that could take months after meetings at
the larger, national trade shows, can actually be
consummated right at our event.”

For the last three years, a strong contingency
of the national media has elected to attend the
Arley Trade Exposition, as well. “This is real
world marketing,” concluded Levy. “There is a
lot of good product and industry news right at
our event for the media. And, many national
and international companies who benefit by

ARLEY’S TENTH ANNUAL TILE & STONE EXPO, JUNE 12TH, 
SLATED TO BE THE BEST EVER

advertising in their respective media vehicles
will be in attendance. We agree 100 percent
with Stefano Rabaioli of Florim USA when he
states, ‘everyone wins.’”

David Lowe, Arley’s Vice President of Sales
who presides as Master of Ceremonies during
the Sunday night Dinner Celebration, summed
it all up by declaring, “Yes, everyone wins…
and everyone has fun. In this day and age, who
could ask for anything more?”

For more information, please contact Terry
Ford at Arley Wholesale 800-233-2107 or
email arleyclassic@arleywholesale.com.

Family-owned for three generations, Arley
Wholesale remains the tile and stone supplier
of choice by providing exceptional customer
service, selection and stability to its customers.
Contact Arley Wholesale, Inc. 700 North South
Road, Scranton, PA 18504. Call 800-233-4107
or go online at www.arleywholesale.com.

CUFFED OUT OF CURIOSITY
HERE’S A NEW TWIST FOR POLICE

IN ORANGE, CONNECTICUT:
THEY’VE HAD TO BREAK A MAN

OUT OF HANDCUFFS.

Assistant Chief Ed Koether tells the
Connecticut Post newspaper officers were
called one afternoon to an adult entertain-
ment store in Orange, a town just west of
New Haven. The man had been trying on the

cuffs and locked himself in a pair.
Koether says shop employees couldn’t get

the man free and called the fire department
and then police.

The cuffs were similar to the kind police
officers carry. But Koether says the officers
tried several keys that didn’t work. The hand-
cuffs had to be removed with bolt cutters.

Koether says he doesn’t know if the man
had to pay for the broken handcuffs.
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TONE & PEWTER ACCENTS HAS

CREATED A STATE-OF-THE-ART

MOSAIC GLASS TILE COLLECTION

NAMED “AGATE,” WITH A LOOK

AMAZINGLY SIMILAR TO NATURAL LAYERED SILI-
CA CREATED BY VOLCANIC STONE FORMATIONS. 

Not surprisingly, the Agate glass series is
created via a similar process, where molten sil-
ica is hand-poured resulting in unique varia-
tions and variegations reminiscent of naturally
formed stone.

Agate is offered in two finishes, iridescent
Pearl and matte Silk. The collection includes
the new “Martini” shape, which in the words of
designer Carl Steadly, “has an interesting
hexagonal shape that at first glance, looks like
a martini shaker!”

Tiles are produced via the firm’s cutting-edge
technology utilizing a multi-stream process of
combining both transparent and opaque glass
with an iridescent surface. This unique process
results in brilliant “bursts of color” that actual-
ly change based upon the way light strikes each
individual tile’s surface.

“This may very well be the best, most

advanced glass tile we’ve developed,” stated
Steadly, who over the years has been responsi-
ble for bringing numerous glass tile “firsts” to
the world marketplace. “If you look very close-
ly at each individual mosaic tile, you’ll experi-
ence color combinations unavailable until
now.”

Using glass, inert mineral components and
being paper-faced mounted, Agate maximizes
bond strength and is comprised of completely
environmentally-friendly materials. Agate is
available in 14 exquisite colors including natu-
rally occurring blue and green tones, with
names inspired by Italian cities.

About Stone & Pewter Accents
Los Angeles-based Stone & Pewter Accents

designs and manufactures hand-made Ceramic,
Glass, Pewter, Stone & Wood tile. Styles range
from traditional to contemporary to avant-
garde. Discover design ideas, new launches
and product images by logging on
toStonePewterAccents.com. For more infor-
mation contact Stone & Pewter Accents
info@StonePewterAccents.com or call 310-
257-1300.

STUNNING AGATE COLLECTION
INTRODUCED TO THE MARKETPLACE

BY STONE & PEWTER ACCENTS

Stone & Pewter Accents has created a state-of-the-art mosaic glass tile collection named “Agate,”
with a look amazingly similar to natural layered silica created by volcanic stone formations. 

JUST USE THE SIGNAL, COMMISSIONER
OLICE IN MARYLAND PULLED

OVER A MOTORIST DRESSED AS

BATMAN, BUT THE CAPED CRUSAD-
ER ESCAPED WITHOUT A TICKET.

Authorities pulled over the driver of a
black Lamborghini with Batman logo tags in
Silver Spring outside Washington. The driver
was dressed as the Dark Knight — cape,
mask and all. Police, however, weren’t
impressed and wanted to talk to him about
his superhero logo license plate, which isn’t

an approved plate in the state.
The driver, who goes by Lenny B.

Robinson when not dressed as a superhero to
visit sick children at hospitals, was able to
show them a proper license plate for the car.
A video of the stop shows police officers
shaking his hand and taking pictures of him
with his ride.

A HEART ATTACK WAITING TO HAPPEN

HE OWNER OF A HOSPITAL-
THEMED LAS VEGAS

RESTAURANT KNOWN

FOR ITS HIGH-CALORIE

MENU SAYS ANOTHER PATRON HAS

SUFFERED AN APPARENT MEDICAL

EPISODE THERE.

Heart Attack Grill
owner Jon Basso
told KVVU-TV that
a woman had been
eating, drinking alcohol and
smoking before she fell unconscious one
night. “I would say the woman gave her body
every single thing it could handle and it final-
ly gave out,” Basso told KVVU. It was
unclear whether her medical issue was related
to the food.

It was at least the second medical episode
inside the restaurant that glorifies unhealthy
eating. Its menu includes dishes called
“Quadruple Bypass Burger,” which has near-
ly 8,000 calories, “Flatliner” fries and free
meals to people over 350 pounds.

A man was stricken in mid-February and
taken to the hospital while eating a “Triple
Bypass Burger.”

The condition of the unidentified woman
aged in her mid forties, was not immediately

known. She was wheeled out of the down-
town restaurant by paramedics who arrived
within five minutes, said Basso.

The woman was rushed to a local hospital
and expected to recover, KTNV-TV reported.
It was still not known what caused her to col-
lapse, but Basso told the Los Angeles Times
she had apparently gotten what she came
for – a brush with death.

“We attract an avant-garde clientele –
thrill-seekers, risk-takers,” he said, adding
that his restaurant was “bad for you, but fun”
and was popular with “people who don’t
really take good care of their health.”
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ATICRETE, A GLOBAL MANUFAC-
TURER AND LEADER OF PREMIUM

INSTALLATION AND FINISHING SYS-
TEMS FOR THE BUILDING INDUSTRY,

HAS ANNOUNCED THE APPOINTMENT OF ROBERT

CHAMBERS TO THE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

DIVISION SALES TEAM.   

He will be functioning as a Customer Sales
Representative working directly with Laticrete
customers in the Houston, Texas area. He will
report directly to Jimmy Archer, Jr., Regional
Sales Manager for Laticrete Texas.

Robert comes to Laticrete with 15 years of
tile & stone industry experience, most recently
working for one of the largest tile and stone
contractors in Houston.   

“We are excited to add Robert to our staff,”
stated Archer. “He was directly involved with
some of the largest projects in recent years in
Houston and has a vast knowledge of tile, stone
and setting materials, as well as today’s most
appropriate applications and methods.  Robert
will play a key role in continuing to develop our
contractor and MVP (Most Valued Partner)
base in Houston.”

Laticrete International, Inc. is a US-based
family-owned global manufacturer and leader
of premium installation and finishing systems
for the building industry. Laticrete® products
are produced and distributed worldwide in the
commercial and consumer channels.  The com-
pany’s philosophy of innovation and technical
expertise has led to an unparalleled reputation
and commitment to superior quality, perform-

ance and customer service. 
Manufactured in state-of-the-art ISO

9001:2008 certified facilities, Laticrete offers a
broad product portfolio including an extensive
line of low VOC sustainable products inde-
pendently certified by GreenGuard. 

Laticrete®, Latapoxy®, SpectraLOCK®,
Hydro Ban® and Drytek® are registered brands
of Laticrete International, Inc. Corporate
Website at www.laticrete.com.

ROBERT CHAMBERS JOINS
LATICRETE AS CUSTOMER SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE

Robert Chambers has been appointed to the
Architectural Products Division sales team as
a Customer Sales Representative by Laticrete.

WHEN TV WAS STILL GOLDEN

EMEMBER WHEN YOU COULD

TURN ON THE TV SET AND NOT BE

BOMBARDED WITH HORDES OF

“REALITY” SHOWS? 

Let’s take a trip down Memory Lane and
recall the shows most of us grew up with but
now probably can only find on TVLand or
Nick at Nite. Remember when you used to
race home to see:

Dark Shadows
Dallas, (Who shot J.R.? Most kids today

probably don’t even know who J.R. was)
Hee-Haw (I’m-a–Pickin!)
Knots Landing 
Fantasy Island (De plane,

boss! De plane!)
Family Ties 
The Love Boat 
Night Court 
The Beverly Hillbillies 
The Monkeys, (Hey, hey,

we’re the Monkeys!)

Magnum P.I. 
The Twilight Zone 
Three’s Company
Beverly Hills 90210 
Little House on the Prairie 
M*A*S*H
Murder, She Wrote 
Sanford and Son 
Star Trek 
Home Improvement 
The A-Team

The Andy Griffith Show 
U.S. Army, Gomer Pyle

(Well, go-ool-ly!) 
The Brady Bunch
or game shows like Press

Your Luck (with the wham-
my), The Match Game,
Joker’s Wild or my favorite,
Name That Tune!

Anne Tenna
Resident Old-Timer

RAXTON-BRAGG WANTS TO

GIVE ITS CUSTOMERS A WAY TO

CLEAN FLOORS WITH LESS EXPENSE

AND NO HARMFUL CHEMICALS.

Diama-Clean brand diamond-infused pads
are available in 17, 20, 21, and 27 inch sizes for
use with most swing machines and burnishers.
They require only water–no wax or chemicals
needed–and are a very environmentally friend-
ly solution for maintaining floors.

The appearance of the pads belies their use-
fulness and economy, said Braxton-Bragg
Product Manager Steve Bussell. “It actually
looks like a scouring pad impregnated with dia-
monds. It only needs water. There are no chem-
icals required. The key point of the pads is their
diamond impregnation and the ability to do all
kinds of flooring.” 

Instead of using chemicals, the Diama-Clean
pads take a much more basic approach to pol-
ishing, Bussell said. “It physically polishes
whatever the floor is made of.”

The pads are available in grit density ranging
from 220 to more than 1,800. The pads can be
used to hone almost any material from stone to
terrazzo to polished concrete. They can also be

used to heat guard and stain protectors.
Superabrasive Inc. is a leading manufacturer

of high quality diamond tools and equipment
for the concrete and stone industries.

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrica-
tion tooling and installation accessories includ-
ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a profes-
sional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

CLEAN FLOORS CHEMICALLY FREE
WITH DIAMA-CLEAN FLOOR

MAINTENANCE PADS
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Innovative Surfaces in Hastings, MN fabricated and installed the countertops for Hometime on PBS
that aired during March and April, and Artisan Group Executive Director Chad Seiders (above)
makes a guest appearance talking about Artisan Stone Collection granite offerings from the
Innovative Showroom. Innovative Surfaces is a premium custom countertops fabricator for the com-
mercial and residential surfaces markets. Video stills courtesy Hometime.

Once the Crema Bordeaux granite countertops were honed and polished, they were carefully deliv-
ered to the homesite, where they were then professionally installed.

HASTINGS, MINNEAPOLIS COUNTERTOP FABRICATOR, INNOVATIVE
SURFACES, HELPS TO REMODEL A HOUSE ON PBS’ HOMETIME

Artisan Stone Collection Granite Makes Its Hometime Debut

OMETIME EPISODES THAT

AIRED DURING MARCH AND

APRIL FEATURED ARTISAN

STONE COLLECTION

GRANITE KITCHEN COUNTERTOPS AND

MUDROOM COUNTERTOPS IN CREMA

BORDEAUX.      

Innovative Surfaces in Hastings, MN
fabricated and installed the countertops
for this show, and Artisan Group
Executive Director Chad Seiders makes
a guest appearance talking about Artisan
Stone Collection granite offerings from
the Innovative Showroom. 

“Crema Bordeaux granite can have
some pretty bold movement in it,” says
Dean Johnson, President and co-host of
Hometime. “The folks at Innovative
Surfaces did a great job laying out the
pieces on the slabs so that the colors and
patterns worked across the seams and at the
joint between the countertops and backsplash-
es. The stone countertops ended up being the
visual focal point of this project, uniting the
color scheme of the cabinets, flooring and
walls.”

All episodes featuring this project can be
seen online. Just log on to http://www.home
time.com/Hometime_4.0/video/VideoCollecto
rPage/1705.php.

Innovative Surfaces is a premium custom
countertops fabricator for commercial and res-
idential surfaces markets. From Artisan Stone
Collection Granite, Heritage Wood, to solid
surface, Innovative Surfaces is a one-stop
source for all countertop needs. 

Innovative Surfaces is the only fabricator in
Minnesota to have earned accreditation from
the Marble Institute of America, signifying that
the company is among the finest in the natural
stone industry with respect to craftsmanship,
safety, and business practices. 

For more information regarding Innovative
Surfaces, visit www.innovativesurfaces.com or

call 651-437-1004.
If you need an Artisan Group member in the

US or Canada to help craft your inspiring
story, find a member near you at
http://www.artisan-counters.com/where-to-
buy.aspx or explore the products section of our
website located at http://www.artisan-coun-
ters.com/products.aspx.

About Artisan Group
Artisan Group™ is the premier network of

stone fabricators in North America. Its exten-
sive network allows the organization to offer
the best granite from sources around the globe.
Utilizing the most technically advanced, auto-
mated shops in the industry, highly skilled
craftsmen ensure that each  installation meets
exacting standards. 

From classic to exotic, Artisan Group offers
the most extensive array of stone choices in the
industry, and is dedicated to customer service.
For more information or to request a quote,
visit www.artisan-counters.com.

Each countertop is cut to precision at Innovative
Surfaces using the latest CNC technology.

STEPFATHER NOT STEPPING UP
HE STEPFATHER OF A 5-YEAR-OLD

BOY WHO BROUGHT 50 PACKETS OF

HEROIN TO SHOW-AND-TELL WAS

ARRESTED AFTER GOING TO THE

SCHOOL IN SEARCH OF THE DRUGS, POLICE SAY.

The student went to kindergarten with his
stepfather’s jacket and pulled out the drugs in
10 small plastic bags when it came time for
his presentation to the class, Bridgeport police
told the Connecticut Post. The teacher
grabbed the bags away from the boy, and the
principal called police.

The boy’s stepfather, Santos Roman, 35,
was arrested after arriving at the school.

Roman was searching the school for his

stepson when he saw the jacket in an empty
classroom, grabbed it and ran out of the
school, police spokesman Keith Bryant told
the newspaper. He said police, who had
already seized the drugs, then took Roman
into custody.

Roman was detained on $100,000 bail on
risk of injury to a minor and drug charges. It’s
not clear if Roman has a lawyer.

The boy was put in state custody until other
relatives could be located.

The drugs are worth about $500 on the
street, police said.

Source: Connecticut Post, 
http://www.connpost.com

DUMBELL DROPS DUMBELL ON BULLET

CALIFORNIA WEIGHTLIFTER SAYS

HE ACCIDENTALLY SHOT HIMSELF

BY DROPPING A DUMBBELL ON A

BULLET. THE MAN WAS WOUNDED

IN THE SHOULDER.

He told Modesto police officers he was
lifting dumbbells in his home one night
when he dropped one on a .22 caliber bullet.
The man’s name hasn’t been released.

Modesto police investigators say the man’s
story is suspicious, but not impossible.

Officer Chris Adams tells the Modesto Bee
that impact on the rim of the bullet could
have caused it to fire.

Officers did not find a gun but did find the
shell casing.

Neighbors did not see anyone leaving the
man’s home.
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THE STONE DETECTIVE
The Case of the Fungus Among Us

WAS ONE OF THOSE WONDER-
FULLY SPRING MORNINGS. I
WOKE UP TO BIRDS SINGING

AND THE SUN JUST PEEKING

THROUGH THE CLOUDS.

I got up out of bed, opened the window and
thought what a great day it was going to be. At
my age, I thought I had seen everything, at
least as far as the stone industry was con-
cerned…and then the phone rang. “Stone
Detective, here,” I said in a half-awake voice. 

The caller had a scratchy voice and sounded
desperate. He told me he was a stone mason
and was working on a limestone wall at a large
estate of someone really famous. He said he had
a problem with mold and moss on the wall and was
wondering if I could come by and take a look.

My first reaction was just to tell him how to
remove it. I have done it many times, but some-
thing in my gut was telling me to go over there
and take a look. Well, I was in a good mood
and told him I could swing by later that morn-
ing. I got dressed and headed out the door for
my morning ritual of a cup of jo and the morn-
ing newspaper at the local greasy spoon.

After several cups and some really intelligent
conversation with the locals–not–I hopped in
the Woody and headed over to the jobsite where

the stone mason was working.
I pulled up to this elaborate gate with

the initials BW on it. I’ll let you guess
what famous person this was. There was
a long limestone wall that had to be over
a hundred years old. It was very difficult
to see the wall since it was caked with
green moss and other biological growth.
I started to come up with a plan in my head
of how to remove it, and then I spotted the
stone mason working on a new wall.

I pulled the ole Woody off to the side and
he came running over to me. He shook my hand
and started rambling on and on about the new
limestone wall. I looked over at what he had
constructed and it was a great job. 

I told him it looked great and that I could see
the problem with the old wall. He looked at me
as if I had stepped off the Starship Enterprise
and said, “What problem?” 

I pointed over at the old wall and said, “The
moss and all that growth.” 

“Oh,” he said, “no, that’s not the problem at
all. The problem is with the new wall.” Now I
was getting confused. I thought he had called
me about a moss issue, so I asked him, “Didn’t
you tell me on the phone that you had a moss
problem?” 

“Yes,” he said, and then he said the following

which total floored me. “I need to figure
out a way to get moss and all those fungi

to grow on the new wall, and quickly.”
Now I have heard everything.

Apparently, the owner wanted the new
wall to look like the old wall. So, I
scratched my head and just stood there

like a deer caught in headlights. I didn’t
know what to say and I couldn’t think

of an easy answer. I told him I would
get back to him later that after-

noon after I did a little research.
I headed back to my office with the question

of how you grow moss really fast on a lime-
stone wall.  I pulled up to the office and it was
about lunch time, so I walked across the street to
the local pub to grab a ruben and maybe a beer.

I walked in and noticed that stale beer smell.
It was like someone had spilled a beer on the
floor and no one had cleaned it up. Little did I
know, that the smell of beer would be the
answer to my moss problem. I finished my
sandwich and several beers, and headed back to
my office for some research. 

I got on the computer and typed in “Growing
Moss” and couldn’t find a darn thing. Now I
was getting frustrated. I started staring at the
wall across from my desk and noticed an old
photo I had of my college roommates. I looked

Frederick M. Hueston, PhD  
Stone Care Consultant 

at the photo and realized that my best friend in
college was now a professor at the local univer-
sity and his specialty was fungus. So, I picked
up the phone and gave him a call. 

After over a half an hour of reminiscing about
the good ole days, I got to my problem. He
laughed and said, “Well, that’s easy.” 

“For you, maybe,” I said. He told me all I
needed was some yeast, yogurt and stale beer. I
started laughing then, and told him he was out
of his mind. He told me that moss and fungi
needed not only a moist environment but they
needed a food sources as well. 

He said to mix the yogurt, yeast and beer into
a paste and paint it on the wall. Next, take some
of the moss off the old wall and put it on the
new wall. He said that next to no time, the moss
will start growing on the new wall. 

Well, this old man learned something new,
and, hopefully, so did you. I have to admit that
I never saw that one coming!

The Stone Detective is a fictional character
created by Fred Hueston, written to be enter-
taining and educational. He has written over
33 books on stone and tile installations, fabri-
cation and restoration and also serves as an
expert for many legal cases across the world.
You can send any email comments to him at
fhueston@stoneforensics.com
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Augusta, Georgia mosaicist, Paul Pearman, won the Juror’s Choice Award for his incredibly inno-
vative, multi-tiered chandelier, “The Four Stages of Higher Learning,” that was hanging prominent-
ly in the lobby area of Georgia Health Sciences University, College of Dental Medicine. Thousands
of pieces of reflective glass and metal were used to create the pulp chandelier.

ATICRETE, A GLOBAL MANU-
FACTURER AND LEADER OF PREMI-
UM INSTALLATION AND FINISHING

SYSTEMS FOR THE BUILDING

INDUSTRY, WAS THE EXCLUSIVE SUPPLIER OF

ADHESIVE MATERIAL FOR A ONE-OF-A-KIND,
AWARD-WINNING PROJECT AT THE ELEVENTH

ANNUAL MOSAIC ARTS INTERNATIONAL 2012,
PRESENTED BY THE SOCIETY OF AMERICAN

MOSAIC ARTISTS.    

Augusta, Georgia mosaicist, Paul Pearman,
won the Juror’s Choice Award for his incredi-
bly innovative, multi-tiered chandelier, “The
Four Stages of Higher Learning,” that was
hanging prominently in the lobby area of
Georgia Health Sciences University, College of
Dental Medicine. Thousands upon thousands
of pieces of reflective glass and metal, some
extremely minute, were cut with tiny nippers
and then bonded via Laticrete materials to the
structure’s “body,” all by hand. In some cases,
because the pieces were so small, affixing them
to meet the extremely high creative standards
of the artist required the use of genuine dental
utensils. The final abstract design, which to
some is reminiscent of a gigantic jellyfish, has
a surface consisting of four separate hanging
tiers all covered with an ongoing design incor-
porating three brilliant colors of both iridescent
and non-iridescent glass mosaics.

“I prefer using Laticrete products; I’ve used
them successfully for quite awhile,” exclaimed
Pearman. “For this mosaic sculpture, we used
Laticrete grout as both the adhesive and the
grout. Typically, this Laticrete grout is not used
as an adhesive. However, for unique pieces of
art it is common to use this method of installa-
tion. It’s easy to use, the colors are extraordi-
nary and in particular, the product is unbeliev-
ably strong,” 

The Mosaic Arts International exhibition pre-
miered on February 27 and remained on view
to the public through April 27, 2012, at the
Lexington Center Museum and Gallery in
Lexington, Kentucky. 

“This exhibition provides a unique opportu-
nity to view outstanding examples of mosaic
art from around the world in one venue, to
allow the audience to experience the exciting
ways artists are utilizing this ancient art form
with a modern and contemporary approach,”
said Shug Jones, President of the SAMA Board
of Trustees. “These artists are using both tradi-
tional and non-traditional materials to really
propel the art form to a degree unseen in recent
history.” 

MAI features the work of 56 mosaic artists
from 24 different states in the United States, as
well as from Turkey, Italy, the United
Kingdom, Canada, South Africa and Israel.
Mosaic materials such as smalti, glass, ceram-
ic, and metal are featured within the works of
these artists. 

“When we use Laticrete grout, we know the
mosaic tiles that are put down are there for life.
Whether we’re working with micro-mosaics or
large format mosaics, even if we used the high-
est quality dental tools to pull out a tile that was
set in the Laticrete grout… it probably would-
n’t come out and ultimately, the tools would be
ruined!” Pearman added. 

Laticrete International, Inc. is a US-based
family-owned global manufacturer and leader
of premium installation and finishing systems
for the building industry. Laticrete® products
are produced and distributed worldwide in the
commercial and consumer channels.  The com-
pany’s philosophy of innovation and technical
expertise has led to an unparalleled reputation
and commitment to superior quality, perform-
ance and customer service. 

Manufactured in state-of-the-art ISO
9001:2008 certified facilities, Laticrete offers a
broad product portfolio including an extensive
line of low VOC sustainable products inde-
pendently certified by GreenGuard. 

Laticrete®, Latapoxy®, SpectraLOCK®,
Hydro Ban® and Drytek® are registered brands
of Laticrete International, Inc. Corporate
Website at www.laticrete.com.

AMAZING CHANDELIER PRODUCED EXCLUSIVELY WITH LATICRETE
MATERIALS WINS MOSAIC ARTS INTERNATIONAL 2012 AWARD

WHEN SOME BUNNY LOVES YOU

ELDERLY GORILLA THAT LIVES

AT A PENNSYLVANIA ZOO HAS

A NEW COMPANION: A BUNNY

NAMED PANDA.

The Erie Zoo’s gorilla, Samantha, has been
without a full-time friend since the death of
Rudy, a male gorilla, in 2005.

But officials say the 47-year-old western
lowland gorilla is too old to be paired with
another gorilla. So they opted last month to
introduce her to Panda, a Dutch rabbit, last
month.

The Erie Times-News reports Samantha

and Panda get along well. Samantha will
gently scratch under the bunny’s chin and
share her food.

Officials at the zoo say Samantha has
always had a gentle personality. She was
hand-raised and was more comfortable
around humans even when Rudy was alive.
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IS HAVING THE NEWEST
REALLY WORTH IT?

UTHORITIES HAVE INDICTED

FIVE PEOPLE IN CENTRAL CHINA

FOR INVOLVEMENT IN ILLEGAL

ORGAN TRADING AFTER A TEENAG-
ER SOLD ONE OF HIS KIDNEYS TO BUY AN IPHONE

AND AN IPAD.

The case has prompted an outpouring of con-
cern that not enough is being done to guard
against the negative impact of increasing con-
sumerism in Chinese society, particularly
among young people who have grown up with
more creature comforts than the generations
before them.

Prosecutors in the city of Chenzhou charged
the suspects with intentional injury for organiz-
ing the removal and transplant of a kidney from
a 17-year-old high school student surnamed
Wang, the official Xinhua News Agency said.

A woman on duty at the Chenzhou Beihu
District People’s Procuratorate in Hunan
province confirmed that prosecutors are han-
dling the case and that the defendants are fac-
ing charges of intentional injury.

She refused to give her name and referred
further questions to the city-level procura-
torate’s media office, where phone calls rang
unanswered.

The defendants include a surgeon, a hospital
contractor, and brokers who looked for donors
online and leased an operating room to conduct
the procedure, Xinhua said.

It said about 1.5 million people in China
need organ transplants, but that only about
10,000 transplants are performed each year,
fueling the illegal trade in organs.

Xinhua described one of the defendants
named He Wei as being broke and frustrated
over gambling debts. It said he asked another
defendant to look for organ donors in online
chat rooms and someone else to lease an oper-
ating room for the transplant, which took place
in April last year.

He received 220,000 yuan ($35,000) for the
transplant, gave the student 22,000 yuan
($3,500) and shared the remaining money with
the other defendants and several medical staff
involved in the operation, Xinhua said.

When the student returned home, he was
asked how he could afford a new iPhone and an
iPad and he told his mother that he sold one of
his kidneys, the report said.

The Southern Daily newspaper reported last
month that other individuals have sold, or seri-
ously considered selling, their kidneys to earn
money for reasons that included paying off
large debts, making a payment on a smart-
phone, or paying for an abortion for a girl-
friend.

“Without facing complete hardship, these
young people born after the 1990s made rash
decisions. In the choice between their bodies
and materialism, they resolutely chose the lat-
ter,” the official Communist Party newspaper

Guangming Daily said in an editorial late last
month about the Southern Daily report.

“In today’s society where desires are infinite
and demands are boundless ... blindly compet-
ing with others in the pursuit of high-end ‘tech-
nology’ will gradually ruin lives,” it said. 

We are living in what’s become known as the
“age of instant information.” Modern technol-
ogy has produced gadgets that allow us to just
type in or ask a question and then find several
sources for the answer.

If I want to know what movies are playing
this weekend, I can go to apps downloaded on
my smartphone that will tell me not only what’s
playing, but the theaters, times, actors, movie
plots, ratings and reviews. I can press another
button to purchase tickets, and email friends to
meet me there in time for the previews to start.

If that was something I wanted to do over
twenty years ago, I would have had to get a
newspaper and some quarters for a pay phone.
So, why is it not surprising that kids who may
not be old enough to even remember the 90s,
are going to desperate measures just to be able
to do what most people nowadays can do?

Perhaps it’s just a generational thing, but
when I was a teen and I wanted something my
parents were not willing to buy for me, I would
find part-time work and save up until I was able
to get whatever it was I wanted. 

Times may have changed, but selling an
organ would never have occurred to me–nor
would I have ever considered it. Baby sitting,
or ringing up and bagging groceries sounds a
whole lot less extreme. But that’s just me. Teens
today clearly have different priorities.

What’s also shocking about this story is the
medical professionals who risked losing their
licenses to practice just so they could make
extra cash selling much needed body organs on
the black market. When you stop to think about
it (which they obviously didn’t) you have to
wonder if it’s all really worth it?

It seems like each time some new technologi-
cal invention comes out and becomes “common
place,” it gets to where we wonder how we ever
lived without it. I can remember a world where
no one had cell phones, microwaves, or person-
al computers, and somehow, we managed to get
through it. In fact, I can even remember when I
was the remote control for the TV, and there
were only five channels!

Perhaps modern technology has made life a
lot easier for us–it has practically put the world
at our fingertips–but when having the latest
technology becomes an obsession, it may help
to step back, get your priorities straight, and
maybe do without it for a while.

Carmen Ghia
Resident Smartphone User

A BEEF WITH A BURGER
YOU’VE GOT A BEEF ABOUT

THE BEEF, DON’T DIAL 911.
ROCKWOOD, TENNESSEE RESI-
DENT DONNA M. NICHOLS

LEARNED THAT LESSON AFTER CALLING 911
TWICE TO REPORT THAT THE HARDEE’S HAM-
BURGER SHE’D PURCHASED “TASTED FUNNY,”
AUTHORITIES SAID.

“Yes ma’am, I need to see if I can get an
officer,” Nichols said, adding that she only
took a small bite out of her burger and that it
was “nasty.” 

Dispatchers reported Nichols called 911
twice, the first time from a pay phone in front
of a liquor store.

“Who seriously does that?” asked Hardee’s
customer Quenelle Frazier.

Rockwood police say Nichols called 911
trying to get her money back. “The food is no
good,” Nichols said. “She said I can bring it
back and I could have my money back, but
now she’s saying she can’t do anything until
tomorrow,” she added.

Rockwood Police Department officer
Dwayne Gray said Nichols told him that
before dialing 911, she’d called Hardee’s and
“they had told her to return and they would
refund her money,” according to the arrest
report.  

Instead of that refund, Nichols, 50, was
handcuffed and charged with abuse of the
911 system. 

“You have to be on some drug just to call
911 for a beef sandwich and get arrested and
be charged for it,” Frazier said.

“I wouldn’t call the police over a burger. It
was good,” said another Hardee’s customer,
Kayla Clark.

WATE 6 News stopped by the home
Nichols listed as her address, but were told
she was evicted months ago.

Neighbors say this is just another bizarre
incident Nichols can add to her long criminal
history.

She’s been charged more than two dozen
times for various offenses including drugs
and public intoxication. She’s appeared in
Roane (pronounced rh'own) County court on
May 21 for her latest offense.

Sources: Knoxville News Sentinel
http://www.knoxnews.com

WATE 6 News
http://www.wate.com
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NOT JUST ANOTHER URBAN LEGEND
AUSTRALIAN PILOT SAID HE WAS

FORCED TO MAKE A HARROWING

LANDING REMINISCENT OF A

HOLLYWOOD THRILLER AFTER A

SNAKE POPPED OUT FROM BEHIND HIS DASHBOARD

AND SLITHERED ACROSS HIS LEG DURING A SOLO

CARGO FLIGHT.

Braden Blennerhassett — unsure whether the
snake was venomous — said that his heart
raced as he tried to keep his hands still while
maneuvering the plane back to the northern city
of Darwin. The snake popped its head out from
behind the instrument panel several times,
Blennerhassett said, and then the ordeal wors-
ened when the animal crawled across his leg
during the approach to the airport.

“I’ve seen it on a movie once, but never in an
airplane,” Blennerhassett told Australian
Broadcasting Corp., referring to the 2006
movie “Snakes on a Plane,” in which deadly
snakes are deliberately released in an airliner as
part of a murder plot.

The 26-year-old Air Frontier pilot was alone
in a twin-engine Beechcraft Baron G58 and had
just left Darwin airport on a cargo run to a
remote Outback Aboriginal settlement when he
saw the snake.

Air Frontier director Geoff Hunt described
Blennerhassett as a “cool character” who
radioed air traffic control to report: “I’m going
to have to return to Darwin. I’ve got a snake on
board the plane.”

But Blennerhassett admits he was shaken,
telling Nine Network television that his blood
pressure and heart rate were “a bit elevated.”

“You’re trying to be as still as you possibly
can and when you’ve got your hands on the
power levers,” he told ABC News. “You’re kind
of worried about the snake taking that as a
threat and biting you.”

“As the plane was landing, the snake was
crawling down my leg, which was frightening,”
he told Nine.

Once the plane had landed, a firefighter spot-
ted the snake but authorities were not immedi-
ately able to catch it, Air Frontier official
Michael Ellen said. A trap baited with a mouse
failed to catch the snake later, and the plane
remained grounded.

Wildlife ranger Sally Heaton said the snake
was suspected to be a golden tree snake, a non-
venomous species that can grow up to 1.5
meters (5 feet).

Blennerhassett was back in the air soon after
and could not be immediately contacted for
comment.

Hunt said he was not aware of a snake being
found in a plane before in Australia, but that he
had heard of a young chicken being found alive
under the floor of a plane and of an escaped
juvenile crocodile crawling under a pilot’s rud-
der pedal.

Every now and then a story comes along that
sounds like it could have been made up at a frat

party and then spread around to where you
don’t know if it’s true or not. Luckily, the SRG
has the Guru to keep track of these things!

Now, although the article doesn’t really
embark on how the snake may have gotten on
the plane in the first place, the research I did on
the golden tree snake may help explain.

Golden tree snakes are also known as “flying
snakes” because they glide very well, perhaps
the best of any snake in the world, and even bet-
ter than some squirrels and lizards. Golden tree
snakes generally have a lime green and black
checkered-type patterned back. 

They are tree dwellers but can climb anything,
even walls. They appear to have a favorite food
– the tokay gecko that can reach 12 inches long
in adulthood. They are frequently seen eating
tokays, although I don’t think these are the ones
we see selling car insurance on TV.

This snake’s head is rather flat with a thin
neck, an atypical blunt nose, and large eyes
which sometimes are red depending on the
angle. They can grow up to almost 5 feet and
they only get about as thick as 2-3 fingers held
together.

Golden tree snakes are mostly found all over
Thailand and many countries in Southeast Asia,
where they can be found just about anywhere –
in an apartment in Bangkok, or climbing bushes
several feet at vertical elevations. Typically they
can be seen crossing roads, or laying flat out
along the stem of a low-lying palm tree branch.

If you’re trying to catch one of these snakes it
can be very difficult. They are excellent escape
artists, and once they get into a clump of bush-
es or up a tree – forget it. This probably
explains why the Air Frontier official could not
trap it immediately after the plane landed. They
can disappear in trees so fast it’s unbelieveable.
Occasionally you can find them in caves; appar-
ently they like to eat bats, too.

The venom is not very dangerous to humans at
all. Just the same, don’t let it bite down on you
more than a second or two. Don’t give this
snake a chance to inject a lot of venom and
you’ll likely be just fine, that’s if you have no
allergies to it. There have been no confirmed
cases of medically significant envenomation
with golden tree snakes.

Their natural enemies are king cobras and
kraits, when they can catch them. When they are
small, birds will eat them.

So, with all this information, I’ve given you a
“heads up” and yet another reason to look up
when you’re taking a leisurely stroll out in the
woods. Don’t mention it.

Rufus Leakin
Guru of Folklore

DIY BURGERS AND FRIES

EARING A TIE AND TRENCH-
COAT AND CARRYING A BRIEF-
CASE, JAMES SUMMERS

WALKED INTO

A MADISON, WI. DENNY’S

RESTAURANT, HEADED

INTO THE BACK

OFFICE AND INTRO-
DUCED HIMSELF

AS THE NEW GEN-
ERAL MANAGER. 

The manager on
duty, Tracy Brant,
didn’t believe his story, and
suggested that perhaps he had the wrong
restaurant, but Summers insisted he was in
the correct place. As Brant tried to confirm
the new hire with Denny’s regional headquar-
ters, Summers showed himself into the
kitchen and fixed up a meal of burgers and
fries.

Summers was in the middle of lunch when
Brant reported that Denny’s had confirmed
that he did not work there. Summers, who
could not pay for his meal, left the restaurant
as Brant dialed 911. 

Police apprehended him in the parking
lot.  “This is why you don’t dine and dash,
kiddies,” Summers yelled out to diners as

officers took him away, police said in
a  release. Hopefully the judge will take that
anti-crime PSA into consideration when
weighing a sentence for the man. 

Unfortunately, the briefcase Summers was
carrying was filled with crack pipes and a
stun gun was found holstered under his
trenchcoat, so leniency from the courts is
unlikely.

He’s since been charged with disorderly
conduct and possession of drug parapherna-
lia, and felony possession of an electronic
weapon. Summers was due back in court
March 6 for a preliminary hearing.
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ARBLE INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA (MIA), THE

AUTHORITATIVE SOURCE

FOR NATURAL STONE

STANDARDS AND EDUCATION, AND STU-
DIOMARMO, AN ITALIAN FIRM SPECIAL-
IZING IN NATURAL STONE GRAPHICS AND

WEB DESIGN, HAVE ANNOUNCED THE

MUCH ANTICIPATED RELEASE OF ISTONE,
A NATURAL STONE SWATCH APPLICATION

FOR THE IPAD THAT IS AVAILABLE IN THE

APPLE APP STORE. 

iStone is presented in a  beautifully rendered
3D environment and was designed to take
advantage of the high resolution screen and
advanced capabilities of the iPad tablet. The
app presents images and technical information
on over 1,000 natural stones from around the
world, including asearch function that allows
the user to filter by stone type, color, country of
origin and more. Also included is the ability to
view stones in 3D and bookmatch format, as
well as email capability to share images with
clients, colleagues or friends.

Designers and architects alike will find the
array of colors and information useful in the
specification of natural stone. Natural stone
professionals will use the app as a replacement
for weighty and expensive sample stones or
documents. 

“The new iStone app is the perfect resource
for natural stone professionals, interior design-
ers and architects alike,” said Gary Distelhorst,
MIA executive vice president and CEO. “The
ability to carry around beautiful images and
technical data for over a 1,000 natural stones
inside a tool as useful as the iPad is an extraor-
dinary advancement for people who specify or
sell natural stone. We are just delighted with

how this project turned out and thank stu-
diomarmo for our ongoing partnership.”

MIA Vice President, Jim Hieb added, “any-
one that has utilized the MIA’s popular Stone
Swatch, Natural Stone Gallery, or Stone Box
will agree that this is the next step in present-
ing that valuable information about natural
stone.”

iStone joins MIA’s prior iPad offering,
Stones of North America, in the Apple App
Stone. To download the iStone app, go to the
App Store and search “iStone.” The results will
produce several iStone apps, but only one for
the iPad. You can also go online and visit
www.istoneappforipad.com to learn more or
download the application.  

About the Marble Institute of America
For over 65 years the Marble Institute of

America (MIA) has been the world’s leading
information resource and advocate for the nat-
ural dimension stone industry. MIA members
include marble, granite, limestone, sandstone,
and other natural stone producers and quarri-
ers, fabricators, installers, distributors, and
contractors around the world.

MIA LAUNCHES ISTONE APP
FOR THE IPAD

Featuring Hundreds of Stones from Around the World, 
iStone App is Now Available for Download on iTunes

HE STONE COBBLER PAVER PRESS

CAN TURN WASTE STONE, ORIGI-
NALLY DESTINED FOR THE

GARBAGE HEAP, INTO MONEY-
MAKING PAVERS AND TILE, SAID PRODUCT

MANAGER STEVE BUSSELL.

“This tool actually stamps out shapes from
scrap granite,” he said. “The die is just like a
cookie cutter. It stamps the shapes out just
about as fast as you can slide material in. It is a
great way to use materials that you’d normally
have to send to the dump. Dies can be custom-
made to any shape you like.”

Shapes can range in size from ¾ inch strips
all the way up to 12-inch by 12-inch blocks.
Many standard dies are also available.

The press is manufactured by East
Tennessee-based RYE-Corp., which special-
izes in designing dedicated, easy-to-use equip-
ment for the stone industry, such as the Fab
King Work Center.

The Stone Cobbler takes an existing idea in
the industry and improves upon it, said RYE-
Corp. owner Rod York. “We’ve made ours sim-
pler, safer, and easier to use.”

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrica-
tion tooling and installation accessories includ-
ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a profes-
sional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

BRAXTON-BRAGG IS OFFERING
STONE FABRICATORS A NEW WAY

TO TURN WASTE INTO PROFIT

The Stone Cobbler Paver Press can turn waste
stone into money-making pavers and tile. It’s a
great way to use materials that you would nor-
mally have to send to the dump.

JUST GRIN AND “BARE” IT?
POLISH DENTIST IS FACING JAIL

TIME AFTER SHE ALLEGEDLY

PULLED OUT ALL HER EX-
BOYFRIEND’S TEETH AFTER HE

DUMPED HER FOR ANOTHER WOMAN, THE DAILY

MAIL REPORTED.

Marek Olszewski, 45, made an appoint-
ment to see his former girlfriend, also a den-
tist, when he developed a toothache just days
after breaking up with her.

But instead of fixing Olszewski’s problem
tooth, Anna Mackowiak, 34, is accused of
giving him a heavy dose of anesthetic and
then pulling out all of his 32 teeth, according
to the Daily Mail.

“I tried to be professional and detach
myself from my emotions,” she told the
Daily Mail. “But when I saw him lying there
I just thought, ‘What a b—–d.’”

Olszewski told the Daily Mail that he could
tell something was wrong when he woke up
and couldn’t feel any teeth in his mouth. But
his ex-girlfriend assured him he would feel

fine once the numbness wore off, he said.
“I didn’t have any reason to doubt her, I

mean, I thought she was a professional.
“But when I got home I looked in the mir-

ror and couldn’t (expletive) believe it,” he
told the Daily Mail. “The (expletive) had
emptied my mouth.”

Olszewski’s new girlfriend has since left
him, saying she can’t date a toothless man,
according to the website.

Meanwhile, Mackowiak is being investi-
gated for medical malpractice and abusing
the trust of a patient, the Daily Mail reported.
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Item # Description LOW Intro Price
7849 Universal Sink Undermounter $12.95

NEW!

Installs Any Sink Under Any
Surface In Record Time

New Universal Sink Undermounter installs any sink under real or engineered
stone (or concrete) in about 5 minutes. Works under rounds and ovals, too!

Forget 2x4s, or make-shift props to hold up your sink until the
adhesive dries. Now there’s a better faster way to get a perfect
sink installation every time.

• No waiting for glue to set means you’re packed up and out
the door sooner.

• No ugly wood supports means your customer is impressed
by your finished product.

• No drilling into stone, concrete or solid surface materials
means you save time and money.

• No clamps to hold sink in place means no scratches 
and cracks.

• No assembly required means you save even more time 
compared to other so called solutions.

Made of Stainless Steel construction, there’s no wood framing
needed. The Universal Sink Undermounter is the most widely
used sink installation rail system on the planet. 

It’s tested and trusted by the largest sink manufacturers in the
world including Kohler.

Revolutionary I-Beam construction supports even the heaviest
cast iron and concrete sinks.

• Adjusts for any thickness of sink
• Use side to side or front to back
• Leveling bolts included
• No cutting required
• Fits 25˝ Cabinets

For more information, or to get the Universal Sink
Undermounter for your next install, call 1-800-575-4401.

Great For

Kohler Cast Iron Sinks

ONLY
$1295

B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
CALL 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 
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Hurry—Special Offer Ends June 30, 2012

Try Talon™ & See Why It’s An
Industry Favorite!

Get a Skilsaw absolutely FREE
when you buy 5 Talon™ 5˝ Turbo Blades

FREE SAW
with purchase of

5 Talon™

Blades

®

Talon™ Turbo Blades are at the top of the
Braxton-Bragg line–don’t let the moderate
price fool you! Talon™ is the perfect choice of
blade for the fabricator who wants premium
performance at a reasonable price.

Talon™ Turbo 
• Fast cutting, long life, chip-free 
• Use wet or dry 
• Use as standard or quad cut blade

Package also includes a FREE
22-20mm Bushing for 4-1/2” & 5” Blades

Item # Description Purchased Separately Special Offer
1003 Five Talon™ 5˝ Turbo Quad Hole Saw Blades, 12,000 RPM $164.75 Included

2303 22-20mm Bushing for 4-1/2˝ & 5˝ Blades $2.95 FREE

10070 Skil 5˝ Wet Circular Saw, Includes 12´ Water Kit, 3510-02 $99.00 FREE

80100 Talon™ Turbo Blade/Skilsaw® Package $266.70 $164.75

YOU
SAVE

$10195

We are so confident of our quality that we
offer a 30-day, risk-free, money-back 

guarantee for our entire product offering. 
If you are not satisfied with your 

purchase, simply return it for a prompt
and courteous refund.

Quality Guarantee

Have a Happy and Safe
Father’s Day!
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OUI, WE GOT YOU!
ARIS POLICE SAY THEY’VE

SEIZED SOME RATHER UNUSUAL

CONTRABAND: AROUND 13 TONS

OF MINI EIFFEL TOWERS. 

Police official Pierre Coric says a Paris
souvenir shop owner, her husband and her
son also were arrested in the weighty trin-
ket-seizure.

The three are accused of selling the mini
towers at tourist spots including the
Louvre and the actual Eiffel Tower
without a permit.

The operation, led jointly by
French customs, social security

and the police transport division, followed
several months of surveillance of the sou-
venir shop. Police say the boutique illegally
rakes in some 1 million EURO ($1.31 mil-
lion) per year.

If 13 tons seems like a heavy load, it pales
in comparison to the real Eiffel Tower,
which weighs in at 11,100 tons.

The Eiffel Tower was built by architect
Gustave Eiffel between the years of 1887-
1889 and is approximately 984-990 feet

high. From the very top, you can see
around 37 miles. It’s painted dark

brown and is used as a radio broad-
casting and observation tower. 

S INTERNATIONAL (MSI), ONE OF

THE INDUSTRY’S LARGEST STONE

DISTRIBUTION COMPANIES, IS

MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR THE

MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA TO PRODUCE A

MAJOR NEW DOCUMENTARY THAT MEMORIALIZES

THE GLOBAL HISTORIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

MANKIND AND NATURAL STONE. FUNDING FOR

THE DOCUMENTARY WILL BE PROVIDED BY MSI.     

The 35-40 minute documentary will be based
on a creative concept by Mr. Manu Shah,
founder of MSI of Orange, California. The
documentary will trace the evolution of man
and stone from prehistoric times to today’s
thriving use of natural stone as one of the pre-
mier decorative building materials used in
commercial buildings and homes around the
world.

Mr. Shah commented, “Natural stone has
played an instrumental role in the advancement
of civilization over thousands of years. In
developing this documentary, we look forward
to working with the MIA to further expose both
the historical significance of natural stone and
the continued impact the natural stone industry
has on all of our lives.”

Bill Levy Productions, Inc. of Beachwood,
OH, which has produced MIA video programs
for almost a decade, will work with the MIA-
MSI team to create the program. The documen-
tary will premier at StonExpo in Las Vegas,
January 2013.

“We are thrilled with the opportunity to work
with Manu Shah and the rest of the MSI team
on this historic project,” said Gary Distelhorst,
executive director of MIA. “Our goal is to cre-
ate a video documentary that is entertaining,
educational and compelling.  In his outline pro-
posing the production, Mr. Shah has done a
remarkable job of laying the groundwork for
visualizing the story.”

To develop the program, sound bites from a
wide range of experts will be blended with
images to create a visual montage showing

how stone emerged from being a necessary part
of prehistoric man’s tools of life, to his major
source of shelter. 

Finally, the production will describe how nat-
ural stone captured the imagination of the
design community in the 1990s, creating a
world-wide boom for stone usage in kitchens,
baths and other parts of the home, an explosion
that has created a worldwide industry employ-
ing millions of people and one of the few
industries supporting rural regions of the
world.

Production will begin with a series of video
interviews this month at Coverings.

About the Marble Institute of America
For over 65 years the Marble Institute of

America (MIA) has been the world's leading
information resource and advocate for the nat-
ural dimension stone industry. MIA members
include marble, granite, limestone, sandstone,
and other natural stone producers and quarri-
ers, fabricators, installers, distributors, and
contractors around the world. MIA is a regis-
tered provider to the AIA/CES program and
offers training related to natural stone. Visit
www.marble-institute.com for information on
natural stone.

About MS International  
Founded in 1975, MSI is a leading distribu-

tor of flooring, countertop, wall tile, and land-
scaping products. Headquartered in Orange,
California, MSI also maintains 13 distribution
centers across the United States and Canada. 

MSI’s product line includes granite, marble,
travertine, slate, limestone, and other natural
stone products imported from over 36 countries
in six continents. In addition, MSI carries an
extensive offering of porcelain, ceramic, glass,
and quartz products. 

The company imports over 18,000 containers
per year and maintains an inventory of over 50
million square feet.  For more information on
MSI, visit www.msistone.com.

NEW HISTORIC DOCUMENTARY ON
NATURAL STONE IN THE WORKS

SEND IN
THE CLOWNS

LOYD “CREEKY” CREEKMORE IS

ONE OF THE QUIETER ACTS IN THE

CIRCUS, HIS LARGER-THAN-LIFE

CLOWN SHOES SHUFFLING

METHODICALLY AS HE WORKS THE CROWD,
IGNITING SURPRISED GIGGLES AND

SLACK-JAWED WONDER FROM CHIL-
DREN WHO LOOK UP TO ENCOUNTER

CREEKMORE’S WRINKLED EYES SMIL-
ING THROUGH THICK MAKEUP.

At 95 years old, the former Montana rancher
recently dubbed the oldest performing clown in
the world has fewer magic tricks up his over-
sized sleeves than he once did. He gave up jug-
gling several years ago after a stroke, and has
long since parked the homemade bicycle he
once incorporated into his acts.

But when the Shrine Circus comes through
Billings, where Creekmore lives with his 96-
year-old wife, Betty, Creeky the Clown returns
to life. In his kitchen, while Betty dozes in the
living room, Creekmore pulls on a multi-col-
ored, striped jacket and dons a bright orange
wig topped by a yellow hat. He glues on a rub-
ber nose, carefully ties his shoes.

When his shaky right hand sends a line of make-
up askew on one side of his face, Creekmore just
makes the other side a little crooked, too.

“I’ll stay back from the crowd so they don’t
notice,” he says.

Others have laid claim to the title of world’s
oldest clown, including an 81-year-old member
of the Moscow Circus, Oleg “The Sun Clown”
Popov, and Andy “Bumbo” Beyer of Santa Ana
(Orange County), who was widely publicized
as the oldest until his retirement three years
ago at the age of 91.

But it turns out that Creekmore had a 20-
month advantage all along, clowning away in
his low-key style in eastern Montana. He now
carries the imprimatur of Guinness World
Records, which declared him world’s oldest
performing clown in February.

Fellow performers and family members says
Creekmore has started to slow down, yet gives
no sign of ending his periodic performances.

“Even if his body is telling him no, his mind
won’t stop,” said grandson Tom McCraw.

Back in his kitchen, Creeky is almost ready
to go. He picks out a disappearing handker-
chief and a gag-rope as props, offers a goodbye
to Betty - “Doesn’t he look good?” she remarks
from the dining room table – and eases into his
son’s Volkswagen Beetle. Minutes later he’s
mounting the steps into the crowded Shrine
Auditorium.

Just inside the entrance, he’s approached by
gaggles of glow-stick waving, popcorn-spilling
children. Creeky shakes hands, tries out his
rope trick, throws out grins.

“Don’t pinch the nose,” he warns an over-
eager boy sporting a Mohawk haircut. When
jugglers take the stage Creeky ducks out to the
lobby for a quick rest, then is back at his post

in time to see a favorite performance, a dog act
that includes a pair of long-jumping Afghans
and a massive St. Bernard in a tight red dress.

During intermission Creeky is competing
for the crowd’s attention with elephant

rides and a 7-foot-tall Chuck E.
Cheese. His voice barely audible
amid the din, Creeky manages to

spark laughter with each brief inter-
action. It’s a routine Creekmore nailed

down over eight decades, since his introduc-
tion to clowning in the 1930s.

When the Barnum and Bailey Circus passed
through the Great Falls, MT, and other youths
sought odd jobs in exchange for tickets to the
show, Creekmore says he sought out the clowns.

At 15, Creekmore had moved out of his fami-
ly’s house to work on a string of central Montana
ranches while he put himself through high school.

His interest in clowning was known in his
hometown of Coffee Creek. So when he was
invited to perform in a local parade, he made a
costume from old clothes and lipstick - and
found himself hooked on the laughter he drew.

After retiring from a lifetime of ranch work
and home building in 1981, he joined the
Shriners, a spin-off of the Freemasons that
holds circus performances to raise money for
the group’s hospitals. He’s since been a main-
stay of the Shrine circus. A wall in his house is
covered with awards from clowning competi-
tions across the country.

In Creekmore’s family only grandson
McCraw has followed in his footsteps.
McCraw, 39, started clowning in 1982 at the
invitation of his grandfather when he was 10,
after his older cousins balked at the offer.
Creekmore and McCraw later would pair up to
visit children in Shriners hospitals, the impor-
tance of which McCraw said became clear
when he had a child with muscular dystrophy.

“Creeky understands that to make a child
laugh, to make a child smile, that’s what life’s
about,” McCraw said.

He’s clearly starting to tire and, citing weari-
ness, later cancels his planned performance the
next day. But as he reaches the curb where his
son will pick him up, Creeky smiles as he
reflects on his decades as a clown.

“It’s been a real good ride,” he says. “I get
along alright so I might as well keep it up.”

Source: San Francisco Chronicle
http://www.sfgate.com

I wanted to find an article this month that not
only showed what seniors can do when we
have the gumption to do it, but also something
that reflected on fatherhood, or in this case
grandfatherhood, and the bonds and legacies it
can create. We all have that one thing we can
do well. So, if it’s something we can share with
or pass on to others to make other people’s
lives better, then why not do it until we’re 95 or
older? I can’t think of any reason not to!

Anne Tenna
Resident Senior

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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FROM CEO TO CEEO
HE NEXT TIME A CLIENT ASKS

YOU HOW MUCH THEIR KITCHEN

WILL COST IN BLUE BAHIA, TELL

THEM IT’S ABOUT THE SAME AS

THE UBA TUBA YOU QUOTED THEM, THEN WATCH

HOW THEY REACT WHEN THEY GET THE BILL.    

When they realize that Blue Bahia is oh,
about 10 times as expensive as Uba Tuba, per-
haps they’ll be shocked, incredulous, and
maybe even angry.

Then again if they think like the President,
who refers to “millionaires and billionaires” in
the same breath the way we might refer to
Santa Cecilia and Tropical Brown, they may
simply write you a check and be on their way.

But hopefully they’d stop and think for a
moment, then demand an explanation for your
suggestion that a $5,000 slab is “about the
same” as a $500 slab.

Well, hopefully America is going to start
demanding an explanation from our Nation’s
CEO for suggesting that millionaires and bil-
lionaires are about the same; that anyone mak-
ing $250,000 a year is a millionaire not paying
their “fair share,” and that successful entrepre-
neurs should be ashamed of their achieve-
ments!

On second thought, why bother with
demanding an explanation for the inexplicable

and indefensible. 
Instead, let’s educate and inform those whom

we can influence most, our employees, so this
November we can replace the current regime
with leadership that understands and honors
the contribution that wealthy investors and
small business owners bring to our economy
and country.   

In essence, we have to assume a new title and
a new role…CEEO – Chief Economic
Education Officers for our employees, and we
should begin by deconstructing these three
myths perpetrated by our President and repeat-
ed by the media:

Myth #1:
“Millionaires and Billionaires” – Think

about it… a billion is 1,000 times larger than a

Aaron J. Crowley
Stone Industry Consultant

million! So to group them together as if there is
no difference is utterly deceitful. Second, the
last time I checked, millionaires and billion-
aires have expensive tastes and like to buy
things like say…granite counter tops! They
also like to invest in things called start-ups and
small businesses, which by the way create
about 75% of the new jobs in our economy.
Employees should be thankful for their mil-
lionaire customers and investors.

Myth #2:
“A $250,000 income equals millionaire sta-

tus and the need to pay a fair share.” Most
small businesses are “S”-corps, meaning the
take home pay of the owner and the business’s
profits are combined and called “taxable
income” by the IRS. Employees need to under-
stand this distinction because an owner might
only take home $80,000 while his company has
a $170,000 profit. Of the $170,000 “profit,” all
of it could be tied up in inventory, accounts
receivable, and taxes. Not in the owner’s per-
sonal bank account. Employees need to under-
stand that every time taxes are raised on their
employers “profits,” it’s money that can’t go to
them in the form of benefits and higher pay.  

Myth #3:
“Successful entrepreneurs should be

ashamed of their success.” Hogwash! First,
successful entrepreneurs are models for their

employees of what is possible in America.
That hard work, sacrifice, and integrity are the
great equalizer in our free market. Second, suc-
cessful entrepreneurs have successful business-
es and that translates into opportunities for the
employees. Do opportunities exist in unsuc-
cessful companies?  Ya, didn’t think so.

For the last few years, our country has been
governed by people who have never spent a
day in the private sector. They believe these
myths as gospel and as a result, employers like
you and me are suffering, as are our employees.

It is up to us to do something about it.
And if your employees are like mine, they

are starving for truth and for someone they
trust to teach them the basics of business eco-
nomics.  

That person is you (and me), the most influen-
tial and knowledgeable person they may know.

When you think about it, that makes us the
most influential people in the country.

Now let’s put that influence to good use!

Aaron J. Crowley is the founder and presi-
dent of FabricatorsFriend.com, the exclusive
promoter of Stone Sleeve fabricator sleeves
and Bullet Proof aprons. He is also the author
of Less Chaos More Cash. You can reach him
by email at Aaron@CrowleysGranite.com

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this advertiser and moreVisit www.braxton-bragg.com for Bellinzoni Stone Care products
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ERRY MARBLE & GRANITE

(TYLER, TX) OWNER/ARTISAN

GROUP MEMBER CRAIG BERRY

JUST WON THE BF GOODRICH

SUPER TOUR SERIES IN HALLETT, OK, DRIVING

THE #29 BERRY MARBLE & GRANITE/AG&M
SCCA SPEC MIATA. CURRENTLY, AFTER SIX

RACES FROM FLORIDA, TO TEXAS, TO OKLAHOMA

CRAIG IS IN THE POINTS LEAD.    

The Berry Marble & Granite/Architectural
Granite & Marble car is entering season three
of its SCCA racing. The car, a Spec Miata, has
been featured in Sports Car magazine, as well as
a Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) calendar.

The Spec Miata class is the largest class in
the SCCA across the country. Fields include
50-60 identically prepared cars and the format
is a road race series, rather than an oval. This
year, Berry has had two second place finishes at
the historic Sebring International Raceway, two
third place finishes at Texas World Speedway,
and two first place finishes at the Hallett, OK
raceway. The next event, was at the Texas
Motor Speedway, May 4-5. The season will end
with the National Championship race at Road
America in Elk Hart Lake, WI in September.

“I have been on motorcycles and 4-wheelers

all my life,” says Berry. “Moving to a race car
was natural.” He adds “Since 1998, I have
raced open wheel cars and shifter karts and
closed wheeled sports cars. I chose this series
because it is one of the most competitive in the
country, and that is my favorite part of driving.
Of course I get excited about running my own
business as well, but there is a finish line with
racing.”

Racing and the granite shop have some
crossover. Robert Lloyd, Berry’s U.S. Granite
general manager, also is his crew chief and his
father Jim Berry keeps lap time and supports
him on the radio, and in his racing venture
overall. 

Berry Marble & Granite, is one of the largest
and most high-tech stone fabrication shops in
Texas. Berry also has recently opened the
Granite Remnant Store in Dallas. 

The new stone showroom includes a digital
theater where homeowners can view life-sized
stone slabs in the stone yard, while sitting
inside in air-conditioned comfort. 

Another inventive element to Berry Marble
is the online inventory on all three revamped
websites: www.us-granite.com, www.berry-
marbleandgranite.com and www.graniterem-
nantstore.com. 

GRANITE GUY MOONLIGHTING AS
RACE CAR DRIVER WINS BF

GOODRICH SUPER TOUR

THINGS I LEARNED LIVING IN THE SOUTH

AVING BEEN BORN AND RAISED

IN THE SOUTH, THERE ARE CER-
TAIN CHARACTERISTICS HERE

THAT YOU JUST DON’T SEEM TO

FIND IN ANY OTHER AREAS OF THE COUNTRY,
SUCH AS: 

A possum is a flat animal that sleeps in the
middle of the road.

There are 5,000
types of snakes and
4,998 of them live in the
South. That’s also why
my 90-year-old granny
keeps a hoe handy.

There are 10,000 types of spiders. All
10,000 of them live in the South,
plus a couple no one’s
seen before.

If it grows, it’ll
stick ya. If it
crawls, it’ll bite ya.

“Onced” and “Twiced”
are words.

It is not called a shopping cart,
it’s called a buggy!

“Jawl-P?” means, “Did you
all go to the bathroom?”

People actually grow, eat and
like okra.

“Fixinto” is one word. It means,
“I’m going to do that.”

There is no such thing as lunch.
There is only dinner and then
there’s supper.

Iced tea is appropriate for all
meals and you start drinking it when
you’re two. We do like a little tea with our
sugar. It is simply referred to as the “Wine of
the South.”

“Backwards and forwards” means, “I know
everything about you.”

The word “jeet” is actually a question
meaning, “Did you eat?”

You don’t have to wear a watch, because it
doesn’t matter what time it is,  you work until
you’re done or until it’s too dark to see.

You don’t PUSH
buttons, you MASH ’em.

Ya’ll is singular. However,
ALL ya’ll is plural.

Almost all the festivals across each
Southern state are named after a fruit, veg-
etable, grain, insect, or animal.

You carry jumper cables in your
car — for your OWN car.

You only need five season-
ings: salt, pepper, yellow mus-

tard, Tabasco and ketchup.

The local papers cover
national and international

news on one page, but require 6
pages for local high school sports,

the motor sports, and gossip.

You think that the first day of deer season
is a national holiday.

You know what a hissy fit is most-
ly because you’ve probably had
them before.

Fried catfish is considered the other
white meat.

We don’t need no dang Driver’s Ed.
If our mama says we can drive, then
we can drive!

Rufus Leakin
Guru of Folklore

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

•Fast & aggressive 
•Exceptional polish  
•Stays flexible  

• Long lasting pads at a great price
•Get 4 times the life
• Wet use only

4mm Thick

Talon™ Polishing Pads are two times
thicker than most pads, but the
advantage does not stop there. The
Talon™ Pad is layered with high-
quality diamonds that provide con-

sistent quality. Talon™ has been
used by many fabricators for more
than a decade and continues to
deliver with fast, aggressive perform-
ance and is exceptionally flexible!

We’re so confident you’ll love the quality & polish
of Talon™ pads, we offer them with a 
100% Money Back Guarantee!

Use Wet 

Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price
6730 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 60 Grit, Blue $17.97 $14.97

6732 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 150 Grit, Yellow $17.97 $14.97

6734 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 300 Grit, Orange $17.97 $14.97

6736 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 500 Grit, Red $17.97 $14.97

6738 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 1,000 Grit, Dark Green $17.97 $14.97

6740 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 2,000 Grit, Light Green $17.97 $14.97

6742 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, 3,000 Grit, Brown $17.97 $14.97

6744 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, F/P Dark, Black $17.97 $14.97

6745 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pad, F/P Light, White $17.97 $14.97

6746 4˝ Talon™ Diamond Wet Edge Polishing Pads, Set of 7, 60–3,000 Grit $125.79 $100.79

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your pur-
chase, simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

YOU

SAVE
$300

PER 

PAD

Call and Order TODAY!
Sale Ends June 30, 2012

BUY THE SET 

SAVE

$2500

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this advertiser and moreVisit www.braxton-bragg.com for Talon Polishing Pads
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THE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDSTHE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDSTHE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDSTHE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDSTHE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDS

WWW.FIXMYSAW.COM

CALL 423-506-6988 OR EMAIL DOUG@FIXMYSAW.COM

WWW.FIXMYSAW.COM

CALL 423-506-6988 OR EMAIL DOUG@FIXMYSAW.COM

• ON SITE TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

• NEW AND RELOCATION INSTALLATION

• COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP FOR PART MANUFACTURE

• VIDEO SAW AND MACHINE INSPECTIONS AVAILABLE

INVESTIGATE USED EQUIPMENT BEFORE YOU BUY!

• 15 YEARS AS A TROUBLESHOOTING, FIELD REPAIR TECHNICIAN

ON SITE REPAIR TO
CONTINENTAL US

Stone Forensics
Consultants in Natural Stone
740 Nelda Ave
Palm Bay, FL 32907

S t o n e  F o r e n s i c s . c o m
INSPECTIONS  -  CONSULTATION  -  EXPERT WITNESS

Stone Forensics is comprised of engineers, scien-
tists, and geologists with an expertise in natural
stone installations and failures relating to natural
stone installations. Services range from specifying
consultation to providing expert witness testimony.

FOR MORE

INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

321-514-6845  | WWW.STONEFORENSICS.COM

ADS NOT MEETING GUIDELINES WILL NOT BE
PUBLISHED. 

•$30.00 per print ad, per month. Ads
may be renewed by contacting the
Slippery Rock Gazette. Free ads online!
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad is
submitted. Credit or Debit Card only. A
Credit Authorization Form is available
by fax, or download a PDF from the
Slippery Rock website.

•All faxed ads must be typed–No hand
written ads–No exceptions. 
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Best way to submit an ad is by going
online at www.slipperyrockgazette.net
for a free ad, or use the online form for
a print ad, then fax payment to 800-915-
5501, (Attn: Stacie Wingo).

2012 CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINES

CLASSIFIED AD GUIDELINES

ISSUE AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE

JULY 2012 TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 2012

AUGUST 2012 TUESDAY, JULY 3, 2012

SEPTEMBER 2012 TUESDAY, JULY 31, 2012

For Sale

FOR SALE: Sink Cutout / Edging
Machine. 6´x10´ Manual and/or CNC
both under $10,000.00. $99 per week
w/ lease. New & used granite equip-
ment. Hydraulic tilt tables, 12 ft. x 12 ft.
bridge saws, sink machines & profilers.
Will ship & install if necessary. Call
with your needs 813-476-5386, 813-
634-3984 or email zpilotz@yahoo.com

_____________ 

FOR SALE: CMG Taurus Inline
Edger Profiler: Brand new, only 18
months old       . Robust for heavy, fast edg-
ing. Showroom condition & currently
in operation. Low hours- less than 25.
208 3-phase w/ transformer. New
$160,000, selling for $60,000 OBO.
You pick up. Call 410-829-2352 or
email mike@segergranite.com

_____________

FOR SALE: Granite Shop closed
and everything must go! Great heavy-
duty bridge saw, older 6,000 lb. Clark
forklift, boom, clamp, fab. stand, A-
frames, routers, hand tools, transport
rack, 14 ft. open trailer, all display cab-
inets from showroom with granite tops,
plus stone display racks, and much
more! Will sacrifice for $45,000. Call
314-683-5436 for pictures and more
details. Want to sell as package but
would consider selling saw separately.

_____________

FOR SALE: Used Steinex “C”
Frame, Stone Splitter; Igloo Model
480 x 450, 132 ton splitting force, 18.9˝
blade length, & 17.72˝ blade height.
Guillotine requires 480/3 phase power
supply. Asking $42,600, call Dana at
518-499-0602 or André at 518-260-
2158.

_____________

FOR SALE: 2003 SB Sprinter 99
Single Head Italian Bullnose
Machine, bevel, miter & straight polish
edges too, good condition & low hours,
$33,500. Also 2001 SB Sprinter 99
with rebuilt motor, needs electrical
work or good for parts, $8,500. Call
818-786-2896. 

_____________ 

FOR SALE: 5 Ton Jib Crane, Span -
20 Ft., Height Under Boom - 20ft.,

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Premium diamond tooling and equipment at 
rock-bottom prices–Limited Quantities!

Call 800-575-4401 or visit Close OUTS page at
www.braxton-bragg.com

•Refurbished Flex LW1503 Polishers (13) $99  •Zenesis I 12 & 20˝ blades,

18mm seg. Ltd. availability  •4˝ Blackbird Cup Wheels, Snail Lock, Asst. Grits $59   

•14˝ Diamant-D Demo Titanium Blade, $150  • 5˝ Pearl Super Dry Turbo Blades,

$50.00  • 4˝ & 4-1/2˝ Viper Turbo Blades, no Quad Holes, $5.00 each  •Abaco Self

Locking Slab Trolley,  $299.00 • Terminator Incremental Cutting Tip Mandrel

1/2 Gas, $10 • Groves Locking Wheels 8˝ (4) $25 • Super Cyclone Marble Blades,

assort. sizes, 20% off • Vallé Zero Radius Sinks — Big discounts!

_____________ 

Do You Want 10, 20, 30 + More
Installs Per Month? We can take you
from wholesale to retail and fill the
void left by channel partner’s drying
up. We have generated over 2.5 million
in sales for our customers in 2011. Your
phone can be ringing in as little as 24
hrs. call today 877-877-1916 or visit
www.fireups.com. We are the granite
marketing experts! Markets are exclu-
sive. Call today!

_____________ 

Ten years in business! Turn key oper-
ation. Includes machinery - Denver-
Quota ’04 CNC, Matrix Bridge Saw,
forklift, compressors, vacuum lift,
overhead crane, water filter press, digi-
tizer, software, hand tools and gifts.
8254 SF showroom, office and work
shop; 13746 SF yard space/ $298K
negotiable. Real estate to lease or buy.
Located in south shore of Boston, MA;
East Hollywood area. Call Kenthly:
617-840-0470 or 617-817-8161.

Training

Buddy Rhodes Advanced GFRC
Class: Braxton-Bragg is offering a class
in Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete
(GFRC) casting techniques. The class
will be taught by Zachary Coletti, certi-
fied Buddy Rhodes trainer and a Master
Concrete Artisan. Space is limited for the
classes and the slots go fast, so reserve
your slot now. Payment of $899 and reg-

Mast Diameter - 30˝, Motorized
Rotation, R&M Electric Hoist, Spanner
Bar, Radio Controller Price: $17,000
Contact: Heather Warrick - 502-363-
3871 (107), heather@cardkitchens.com

_____________ 

FOR SALE: Granite operation
equipment (sold only as a package):
’06 Intermac 3 axis CNC Master 43
DD, 15˝ colored monitor, stone
cam/cad,closed circuit tooling, 28 tool
positions. Elite Neolt Digitizer Board.
Marmo Machinery LCV711 M Flat
edge/backsplash polishing machine.
Automatic, 7 smoothing & polishing
mandrels. Park Industries Yukon
dimensioning bridge saw, 0-47 Degree,
24˝ blade, hand held or touch screen
gantry control. 360 degree hydraulic tilt
table. Gorbel O.H. Mast Jib Crane 2000
lb, automatic 1 ton chain hoist, auto-
mated suction granite slab hoist.
$175,000. Contact Michael at 813-376-
1842, Email: michael.scheerer@thedo-
cobocorporation.com

Position Wanted

Stone Professional Seeks Position.
Degreed Engineer with extensive knowl-
edge of stone fabrication and machin-
ery.Available for short term projects and
machine repair services. Expertise in
CNC, Water Jet, Line Machines, Profile
Machines, Saws, etc. Please contact
Raymond at 954-851-5616. 

Business Opportunities

FOR SALE: Flagstone Quarry &
Stone Yard on major interstate highway
in Midwest. Yard has large inventory of
our stone already palletized & large
inventory of stone from all over country.
Looking to sell due to age & ready to
retire. Call 708-641-1349. 

_____________ 

Granite Shop For Sale: Everything
needed for granite fabrication. New
state of the art building, not a retro-fit.
1-1/2 acres on heavy volume, 4 lane
commuting to & from Pittsburgh, PA
location. Turn Key operation. Call for
details, 412-527-5705.

istration is required to secure a reserva-
tion. Three nights lodging and lunches will
be included with the tuition. Join us in
Knoxville on July 18-20, 2012 to find out
why using GFRC as a material gives arti-
sans even more ability to express them-
selves and create unique objects for their
customers. The class will be focusing on
making form-functional things instead of
just the basics. Class size is limited to 12,

first come, first served. Call Kurt at 877-
493-0205 now to reserve your place. 

_____________

BRAZILIAN STONE SPECIALISTBRAZILIAN STONE SPECIALIST
BUY SLABS THE RIGHT WAY! BUY STRAIGHT FROM THE QUARRIES

AND SAVE. WE’LL GUIDE YOU STEP BY STEP UNTIL THE SLABS

ARE DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR. WE PROVIDE COMPLETE PEACE

OF MIND WITH PHOTOS & PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF YOUR ORDER.
WE GUARANTEE YOU’LL RECEIVE WHAT YOU ORDERED, INSPECTED

& TAGGED BY US. NO MONEY UP FRONT–PAY IN 90 DAYS AFTER

YOUR ORDER LEAVES BRAZIL. INSTALLMENT TERMS AVAILABLE.

CALL ALBERT AT 918-249-0786 OR EMAIL ALBERT@MALFACINI.COMCALL ALBERT AT 918-249-0786 OR EMAIL ALBERT@MALFACINI.COM

The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by
third parties and not an endorse-
ment of particular products, com-
panies or employers. The SRG®

encourages all interviewing
employers to carefully conduct
prescreening of all prospective
employees, and purchasers of
used equipment are encouraged
to use caution and common sense.

READERS PLEASE NOTE:

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Demo & Closeout Deals Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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THE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDS

Are You Curious About
Importing Slabs from

China?
Find Out More!

Contact: Torin Dixon

JOIN US EACH MONTH!
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for your subscription
requests, address changes, and FREE CLASSIFIEDS 

REDERICK M. HUESTON,
PH.D, THE SLIPPERY ROCK

GAZETTE’S OWN STONE

DETECTIVE, HAS SPENT

YEARS EXPLORING THE CHEMISTRY OF STONE

REPAIR.   

Now, with his Blue Be Gone kit, fabrica-
tors can get a second chance when fate
(and chemistry) conspire to mar their work.

Cyanoacrylate (CA) glue provides fabri-
cators a useful too when it comes to sealing
seams and repairing flaws in stone, but
sometimes the accelerant used
to activate it can cause
unsightly stains. “What hap-
pens on certain types of gran-
ite is you would get this
bluish-green bloom some-
times,” Hueston said. “It's a
bear to get out. I've developed
a process that uses a series of
chemicals and a procedure to
remove it absolutely.”

Removing the stain may
require more than one applica-
tion of Blue Be Gone depending on its age and depth.

Hueston, a nationally known consultant, is the founder of
Stone Forensics. He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
chemical and physical science from the University of
Central Florida and a PhD in technical science from
Bridgewater University. A certified master stone craftsman

and architectural conservator, Hueston has
appeared on the Discovery Channel, HGTV
and several local talk shows. He has pub-
lished more than 100 articles on stone instal-
lation, care, and restoration.

For additional information on these prod-
ucts, contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg.
Call toll-free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabri-
cation tooling and installation accessories
including sinks, installation hardware, and
every tool and piece of equipment needed to

run a professional stone, tile, and polished concrete
shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg and its
publications and products, contact them toll-free at 800-
575-4401 or visit the website www.braxton-bragg.com
for current sales and new products.

BRAXTON-BRAGG IS PROUD TO OFFER
DR. FRED’S BLUE BE GONE

STONE PRO HONING-POLISHING HEAD
GIVES FABRICATORS FINER CONTROL

www.GoDrFred.com

™

RAXTON-BRAGG WANTS TO

GIVE FABRICATORS FINER CON-
TROL OVER THEIR POLISHING

TOOLS WITH THE STONE PRO

HONING-POLISHING HEAD.    

Usable on all CNC and radial arm machines,
the Honing-Polishing Head is spring-loaded to
ensure a constant, even pressure on the face of
the stone. It is used for honing or polishing
stone surfaces. 

Brad Winn, sales manager at Stone Pro
Equipment, said the finer control over the pol-
ishing process allowed by the head can save
fabricators money. For instance, fabricators
wanting to cut out a small vanity top with an
antiqued surface would only have to texture the
amount of material needed —not the entire
slab for the sake of consistency.

“It’s a very costly process if you have to
antique the whole surface of the slab,” Winn
said. “If you’re only using 4 square feet , what
do you do with the rest of it? It’s an easy
upsale.”

Braxton-Bragg Product Manager Steve
Bussell said the Honing-Polishing Head pro-

vides far greater consistency than workers can
accomplish free-hand. “It’s impossible to do
that with the human hand,” he said.

The Honing-Polishing Head is ideal for use
with the Fab King Granite Countertop
Fabrication Center distributed by Braxton-
Bragg. It can be used in multiple processes,
Bussell said “You can use it with a standard

pad or backsplashes. You can use it for
antiquing brushes.”

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrica-
tion tooling and installation accessories includ-
ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool

and piece of equipment needed to run a profes-
sional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop.
For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.
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Bullnose

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your pur-
chase, simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

NEW!

Item # Description Purchased Separately Bullnose Sys.
88031 Flex LE 12-3 Wet Polisher, Single Speed Max. Disc Diameter: 5˝ $299.00 Included

4137 3/8˝ (10mm) Radius Viper® Brazed Profile Wheel $133.00 Included

1748 4˝ Flexible Back-up Pad Hook and Loop Backed $9.75 Included

17864 4˝ Viper® 3-Step Polishing Pad, Step 1, Wet $24.95 Included

17865 4˝ Viper® 3-Step Polishing Pad, Step 2, Wet $24.95 Included

17866 4˝ Viper® 3-Step Polishing Pad, Step 3, Wet $24.95 Included

9140 Braxton-Bragg Strapless Apron $14.50 Included

80120 Viper ® Bullnose Tile System $531.10 $499.95

YOU
SAVE

$3115

Tile System

• Makes a perfectly matched edge tile 
• Finishes accurately
• Polish in 50% less time with Viper®

3-Step Wet Polishing Pads 

The Viper ® Bullnose Tile System includes a
Flex Electric Polisher, (1) Viper ® Profiler, (1)
Viper ® Back-up Pad, (3) Viper ® 3-Step
Wet Pads, and a Braxton-Bragg Apron.
Everything you need to put an edge on
porcelain tile!

B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
CALL 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

Why wait for special orders?

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper Tile Bullnose System Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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NOW, THAT’S A MOUTHFUL

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA MAN IS

JAILED ON DRUG CHARGES

BECAUSE POLICE SAY SOMETHING

OTHER THAN A CONFESSION CAME

OUT OF HIS MOUTH WHEN HE WAS HIT WITH A

STUN GUN. 

The Beaver County Times reports that 56-
year-old Frank Lee Turner was mumbling
when Ambridge police stopped a car in
which he was a passenger on Feb. 5.

Police say Turner was mumbling before he
struggled with police and was hit with the

stun gun — only to have 23 individually
wrapped pieces of crack cocaine fall out of
his mouth.

Online court records don’t list an attorney
for Turner, who faces a preliminary hearing
on drug possession, resisting arrest and other
charges.

Turner remained in the county jail, unable
to post bond.

Source: Beaver County Times,
http://www.timesonline.com

LEADERSHIP ESSENTIALS...
GET COMMUNICATION RIGHT!

OW’S THE JOB GOING?” I ASKED

MY DAUGHTER RECENTLY, HOME

FROM COLLEGE FOR THE WEEK-
END.

“Oh-my-gosh, Dad,” she said with not so
subtle disgust. “What is wrong with people?”

“What do you mean?” I asked, surprised.
“My manager. I received an email from him

this week explaining he is unhappy with my
organization at the library. He wants me to talk
with one of the other employees about how to
improve it.”

“Is he right?”
“Maybe,” she said thoughtfully. “But that’s

not the problem. It’s how he communicated it
that’s so lame. I mean, he passes my desk all
the time and all he’s ever done is smile and say
hello. Never a word about my work, though,
and then I get this email from him.”

I bit my lip to hide my smile while she rant-
ed a bit longer. “What would you have pre-
ferred he have done?” I finally asked.

“Tell me to my face he doesn’t like my work,
but don’t send it in an email!” she said with
sparks in her eyes.

“So, you’d like him to let you know he is
unhappy with your performance right then and
there?”

“Well, yeah. I mean, respectfully, of course.

He doesn’t need to rub my nose in it or make
me feel stupid. But be honest. Tell me what I’m
doing wrong so I can fix it.”

We discussed it further until she agreed to
address the issue with him in person. “Are you
willing to demonstrate to him what you are
asking for yourself?” I asked. 

“I guess,” she said, walking away with a
heavy sigh. The conversation got me thinking,
though, about the challenges of communica-
tion in leadership. Admittedly, while technolo-
gy has made many things simpler and more
efficient to communicate, it has complicated
things at the same time. Like when giving an
employee feedback. If anything, the multitude
of communication forms have undermined a

leader’s efforts to project a competent image.
Ironically, my daughter’s generation, the
Millennials, are criticized more than any other
demographic for avoiding direct communica-
tion. It heartens me to hear then, that with
things that really matter such as performance
communication, she desires the direct feedback
no less than her elders.

But back to the issue...how can leaders effec-
tively deliver or receive communication?
Simply, the art is in the method and when done
capably, improves the performance of the team.
Thus, it is essential for leadership to get it right,
and following are some simple steps:

Delivering Performance Feedback
Focus on place and delivery. For place, praise

in public, discipline in private. Above all else,
maintain the dignity of the person you are
directing feedback to at all times. For delivery,
think of a sandwich—affirmation, correction,
affirmation. Let them know your appreciation
for their efforts on the job. Deliver the correc-
tion, focusing on the issue, not the person. Be
clear what your expectations are and when they
need to be fully met. Lastly, finish with affir-
mation. Let them know you are here to help
and want them to succeed.

Receiving Performance Feedback
Focus on setting and posture. For setting, you

may be confronted with feedback in a public

place and you need to decide quickly whether
you can have the discussion in public, or not.
The goal is to put them at ease while maintain-
ing the appropriate confidentiality. Remember
also that it is difficult for many to give feed-
back to others. To provide it to their manager?
Even more so! 

With posture, pay attention to the nonverbal
message you are communicating. Avoid cross-
ing your arms or appearing in any way defen-
sive. Maintain a neutral posture and use the
three second rule—counting to three before
responding to any feedback. This is really
important, especially when the feedback is dif-
ficult to hear. Lastly, finish with praise. Even if
you did not agree with it or it was difficult to
hear, let them know you appreciate them com-
ing forward. Remember, you are the one set-
ting the tone for your company or area of
responsibility. 

Mastering communication is essential to
your success as a leader, a lesson no doubt my
daughter is well on her way learning.
Something we can all benefit from!

Rick P. Thomas is President of Activate
Leadership, a leadership development consultan-
cy in Washington State. He consults and speaks
to organizations across the country, focusing on
individual and organizational achievement.

Richard Pierce Thomas
Leadership and Small Business Consultant

JUST GET A DOG, DUDE

OLICE IN LAFAYETTE, COLO.,
HAVE TICKETED A MAN WHO IS

ACCUSED OF TYING HIS CAT TO A

ROCK AFTER THE FELINE REFUSED

TO GO JOGGING. 

Sgt. Fred Palmer says 19-year-old Seth
Franco brought his cat on a leash to the path
around Waneka Lake Park, but the cat was
unable to keep up.

According to the Boulder Daily Camera
witnesses told police that Franco secured the
cat’s leash to a rock while he finished his

run. A passer-by called police.
Franco was ticketed on suspicion of

“domestic animal cruel treatment,” a munici-
pal offense. Palmer says an ordinance in the
city, about 20 miles north of Denver, “pro-
hibits that kind of tethering.”

The cat wasn’t injured, so it was released to
its owner.

Franco could not immediately be reached
for comment.

Source: Daily Camera, 
http://www.dailycamera.com/

THE FACEBOOK BIGAMIST

COUNTY CORRECTIONS OFFICER IN

WASHINGTON STATE HAS BEEN

CHARGED WITH BIGAMY AFTER

FACEBOOK DISCOVERED TWO

WOMEN WERE CONNECTED TO HIM AND SUGGEST-
ED THEY MIGHT WANT TO BE “FRIENDS.”

Pierce County prosecutors say Alan L.
O’Neill married a woman in 2001, moved
out in 2009, changed his name and remarried
without divorcing wife No. 1.

Wife No. 1 recently found out about Wife
No. 2 when Facebook detected their connec-
tion to O’Neill and suggested the friendship
connection.

Wife No. 1 then called the defendant’s
mother, Pierce County Prosecutor Mark
Lindquist told The News Tribune.

“An hour later the defendant arrived at
(Wife No. 1’s) apartment, and she asked him
several times if they were divorced,” court
records show. “The defendant said, ‘No, we
are still married.’”

Neither O’Neill nor his first wife had filed
for divorce, according to charging docu-
ments. The name change came in December,
and later that month he married his second
wife.

O’Neill allegedly told Wife No. 1 not to tell
anybody about his dual marriages, that he

would fix it, the documents state.
Wife No. 1 alerted authorities.
“It’s not the crime of the century, but it is a

crime,” Lindquist said.
“I can’t help but think Valentine’s Day

must have been real stressful with two
wives,” Lindquist told KOMO-TV.

O’Neill, 41, was previously known as Alan
Fulk. He has worked as a Pierce County cor-
rections officer for five years, sheriff’s
spokesman Ed Troyer said.

He was placed on administrative leave after
prosecutors charged him. He could face up to
a year in jail if convicted.

Source: The News Tribune, 
http://www.thenewstribune.com
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800-575-4401

BETTER !   FASTER !   CHEAPER !

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Viper Elite®
Side Protection

Dry Core Bit

Drills a Clean Hole,
Every Time...

Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price

7563 1-3/8˝ Viper Elite® SP Core Bit, 5/8˝ Threaded Arbor $66.50 $56.50

Buy the Viper Elite® Side Protection Core Bit 
this month only and

SAVE $10
Call Now and Order Yours TODAY!

YOU

SAVE
$1000

• Diamond segments on side greatly 
reduce segment breaking

• Fast drilling 
• Long life
• Use wet or dry
• 2,000 to 4,000 RPM recommended 

for wet use
• 10,000 RPM recommended 

when using dry 

Braxton-Bragg offers an exceptional line of quality, high 
performance core bits. Viper Elite® Core Bits are fast, long-lasting,
and designed to handle the toughest coring applications quickly, effi-
ciently, and economically.

By using high-quality synthetic diamonds, Viper Elite® Core Bits are
very aggressive in a wide range of applications. Our Diamond Core
Bits are for use on both marble and granite.

Hurry —Sale Ends June 30, 2012

DON’T BE A DIRECT
MAIL FRAIDY CAT

HEN I’M SETTING UP PROFIT

FUNNELS™ FOR MY CLIENTS,
ONE OF THE MOST OVERLOOKED

AND MOST EFFECTIVE IS THE

DIRECT MAIL PROFIT FUNNEL. 

Most business owners tell me it doesn’t work
or that it’s just too complicated.

Well, if that’s you, I’ve got some good news.
The good ol’ U.S. Postal Service has just

made it both easier and cheaper for you to get
your message out to the perfect prospects hid-
ing in your town.

Before I explain how you can take advantage
of this, let me show you a few reasons why you
should:

One – Direct Mail Still Works 
Fact is, the biggest and most successful com-

panies on the planet still use direct mail. Even
Google uses direct mail to send out coupons to
get businesses to try their online advertising.

Two – Direct Mail Gets to Your Customer 
According to BizReport 2010, up to 85% of

a store’s customers come from a 5-mile radius.
There is no other advertising media that has a
higher probability of getting seen by your tar-
get customer then direct mail. Everyone goes
to their mailbox. 

Three – Direct Mail is Cost Effective  
On a cost per lead basis, direct mail is still

one of the cheapest ways to advertise… espe-
cially for local companies.  

If you want more info, case studies and ROI,
visit https://www.usps.com/business/get-the-
facts.htm.

So, that’s the facts, but I want you to prove it
to yourself. So, here’s how the USPS would
like to help you out:

“Every Door Direct Mail™”
Maybe you’ve seen the ads, and maybe

you’ve ignored them. Doesn’t matter, because
I’ve been watching for you – hey, that’s my job
as a marketing expert.

Basically, the USPS wants you to mail more
stuff more often. So, they’ve made it a little
easier. 

There’s really only four basic steps. Plus,
almost everything you need to know is online
at https://www.usps.com/business/every-door-
direct-mail.htm.

Step One 
Log on to USPS.com and set up an account

for the “retail” Every Door Direct Mail program.

Step Two  
Pick the area you want to reach. For this step

think about the neighborhoods where your very
best customers have come from. Then target
those areas as close as possible using the zip
codes and carrier routes.

Step Three
Get your marketing piece created and have a

local printer print it. There’s even a guideline
page you can hand or send to your printer. 

While we’re on the subject, let’s do a quick
review on what your marketing should include.

Make sure your marketing piece has a good
headline with a benefit or offer that will make
your prospect stop dead in their tracks as they
are flipping through the mail. It’s not about
being pretty, It’s about getting attention.

Also, make sure you tell the reader exactly
what your offer is and how to take advantage
of the offer right then. 

Use a deadline date to get people to take
action sooner than later.

Step Four
Take your marketing pieces to the local post

office counter and drop them off. They’ll take
it from there.

There are a few more details and I’ll admit
the site is not the easiest in the world to use the
first time through. But, it is a great tool for
small businesses who need to reach a local
market. 

And, if you take the time to learn the system
once, you’ll be able to create your own market-
ing campaigns very quickly.

Bottom Line
You now have an effective way to reach your

target market without some of the past
headaches. This empowers you to take control
of your marketing and not rely on some ad
salesman. Nobody cares as much about the
success of your business as you. 

The #1 thing you should be doing in your
business is sales and marketing. Get to it and
start creating your own direct mail profit fun-
nels today.

Sean McCool is an award-winning copy-
writer and the author of Marketing Secrets of
the Ice Cream Man. He is known as The Profit
Funnels Guy™ because Sean shows businesses
how to set up multiple Profit Funnels™

throughout their business. Sean can be reached
through his website, www.SeanMcCool.com

Sean McCool
Direct Marketing Strategist
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

MADE IN THE USA

Vallé™ is the trusted name in quality sinks.

Designer Sinks

DESIGNER UNDERMOUNT VANITY SINK
Sink Prices Haven’t SUNK This Low Since The Last Recession!

NEW

LOW
PRICE

This Vallé™ designer

sink fits the opening

for Kohler 2210 sinks

Item # Description New LOW Price

20212 Vallé™ Undermount Porcelain Sink, Bisque, 17˝ x 14˝ $23.00

20213 Vallé™ Undermount Porcelain Sink, White, 17˝ x 14˝ $23.00

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day,
risk-free, money back guarantee. If you are
not satisfied with your purchase, simply
return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Check Out Our Website
for other sink designs.

Braxton-Bragg offers beautiful, triple glazed, Vallé™

Vitreous Porcelain Sinks suitable for contemporary
or traditional decor. Vallé™ Sinks are available in the
most popular sizes, designs and colors. 

Vallé™ Sinks feature a finish that will remain 50%
more durable and beautiful for years. Since it’s easy
to maintain and clean, there are less call backs and
customer complaints. They also come with a 
lifetime warranty.

Comparable models: Kohler Caxton 2210, 
American Standard Ovalen 0496, Crane Tiara 
1992, and Porcher Prescott 11050. 

Have a Happy and Safe
Father’s Day!

Mobile Device
QR Code for

Valle Vanity Sinks

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Vallé Sink products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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THE POLISHED PERSPECTIVE
Cheap the Rich

NE OF THE ADVANTAGES OF BEING A

SMALL BUSINESS OWNER OVER THE

YEARS IS GETTING TO KNOW MY

CUSTOMERS. IT HELPS YOU TO

DEVELOP STRONG BONDS OF LOYALTY AND TRUST –
BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY, IT ALSO HELPS ENSURE

THAT YOU GET PAID.

And if you’ve ever read anything written by
me, you’ll know that I like to ensure that the lit-
tle greenish Benjamin Franklins and I have a
great relationship.  But even more key to know-
ing your customer is also being able to see who
isn’t your customer!

Now, what in the Sam Hill do I mean by
knowing who isn’t my customer and why would
I want to know about them?  It’s simple really –
sort of.  You see, in the stone restoration busi-
ness, obviously we want to work for people who
actually have stone.  Therefore, it’s a wise move
to not advertise in the low rent neighborhoods.
However, pre-qualifying is also a good step in
guaranteeing that you don’t waste a good golf
afternoon driving across town for someone who
moves into a new trailer and thinks that their
“faux-marble” sink is just a fancy way of saying
real stone.

Another way to safeguard against losing good
time and expensive gas money is by charging
for an estimate. “Oh, no!” you all say, “You
don’t understand this market, Tom! No one
charges for estimates here. You’re crazy! We
won’t get any customers.” To that I say, phooey!
I still have customers. But let me qualify just
how we charge. 

#1) We credit the estimate cost back to the job
(if approved within a reasonable time frame).
So, it’s really not a cost unless the caller is a
price shopper (see #4 below). A customer who
owns stone, is most likely a business person (or
business-minded), and understands that whether
we tell you a cost upfront or not, it is going to
be hidden in the cost, anyway. 

#2) We do not charge repeat customers.
Enough said.  

#3) If a person is referred by a regular contact
or previous customer, we don’t charge. Hey, if
their friend or trusted colleague referred us, we
have a higher closing percentage, anyway. 

And finally, #4) If they got our name out of
the yellow pages or a Google search (I know
everyone pays big bucks to be number 1 on
Google), chances are that they are a price shop-
per and honestly, they aren’t our customers –
unless they pay the estimate fee.

My last point on charging for estimates is this
– TV Repairman (yes, they still exist) will not
turn a screw on the back of your set just to let
you know what is wrong with it without a
deposit. And this is in addition to you dropping
it off. Why?  Because they know that the cost of
repair could outweigh the price of a newer tele-
vision. It’s a gamble and they are putting the
odds in their favor. Otherwise, you would just
shell out the 2,500 clams and buy a brand new

50˝ LED screen.  
You are hoping that the repair comes in

around $500-$1,000 to keep the old one that
matches the rest of your décor in that room (and
save yourself 1,500+ bucks). It is no different
with stone. But with stone, we have to do the
schlepping to give them the estimate. And last I
checked, stone is not cheap to rip out and re-
install.

Another point of knowing a good customer is
that, my best customers never bicker about
price. Contrary to popular belief, my best and
most affluent customers are not trying to stay
rich by cheating those who work for them. Of
course, while we are not the cheapest, we do
pride ourselves on extreme quality and are
priced accordingly. Anytime someone starts try-
ing to get me to lower my price usually starts
me asking them questions I already know the
answer to. Answers that reveal more than the
prospective customer knows.

Case in point: Last Thursday my sales guy
was a little busy so he had me go price a job
across town. It was a poor travertine installation
with lippage on a new home. First thing he did
when I walked in was lower his sq. ft. estimate
from what he told my sales guy earlier. Red flag
#1. When prospective customers do that, it
means they are baiting you into coming to look,
thinking you will make so much, but then hope
you will price it at the lower figure. I told him
we don’t price by sq. ft. because – we don’t.  

Now, we were referred by a reputable local
company, so I asked him where he bought his
stone. He told me that no one local had what he
needed so he bought it from the Big City (2 hrs
away). Red flag #2. Travertine is every where;
the local guys don’t sell cheap travertine,
though – which is what he wanted. This means
that there will be lots of holes to fill. And that if
he was too cheap for a reputable local tile store,
he is going to be cheap with me. So when I give
him my price, sure enough he says, “That’s
more than I paid for the floor!” to  which I told

him that it was still less per sq. ft. than what a
good installer charges to lay travertine, and that
doesn’t even include the price of the stone.  

He then tells me that he has another company
that says they will do it for about 2/3s of the
cost, and asks me if I will match it. I’ve already
figured out that this guy is not my customer so
I say, “Good luck with that.”

On Friday, my sales guy asks me about the
call and I filled him in. He asks if we can do it
for the competitors price, to which I reply, “Of
course we can, but there is a reason that every-
one isn’t driving a Mercedes, now, isn’t there?
This guy already cheaped out on the tile and
installation. If he chooses a lower price compa-
ny to restore his floor, he will get an expensive
mess. With us he gets an investment.” 

So, my guy calls him back to see if he can
explain the difference and save the sale. He then
calls me about 5 minutes later and says “You’re

right, he’s not our customer, he wouldn’t
budge.”

So take a guess who called me Monday after-
noon and told me he lost confidence in the
cheaper company and asked sheepishly if I
would still honor the price quoted on Thursday?
He is now a customer (of course, he may not be
one of our best customers, but we will make
sure he signs a contract, so we guarantee he is a
paying customer) and at the price quoted.

Until next month, keep your stick on the ice.

Tom McNall is founder and owner of Great
Northern Stone, an Ontario-based stone clean-
ing and restoration company servicing Ontario
and Chicago, IL. Tom also offers corporate and
private consultations as well as speaking at
conventions. He can be reached at
stone_rx@earthlink.net.

Tom  McNall
Floor Restoration Consultant

CAN’T TEXT AND CHEW GUM

HE SIDEWALK

LANES FOR THE

DIGITALLY DIS-
TRACTED MAY

BE A JOKE, BUT OFFICIALS IN

PHILADELPHIA WANT THE

PUBLIC TO KNOW THE ISSUE IS

NO LAUGHING MATTER.  

Lines on some sidewalks
near City Hall now desig-
nate part of the pavement as
“e-lanes” suitable for
chronic texters and digital
music aficionados — although only through
the end of that week.

The April Fool’s Day prank is one way city
officials, in particular Mayor Michael Nutter,
are trying to draw attention to the danger of
inattentive pedestrians.

The lines, signage and sidewalk graphics
— depicting a pedestrian peering down at a
hand-held device — were to stick around
part of John F. Kennedy Boulevard through
the week of April 1-7, 2012.

A bogus video released for the new lanes
shows Nutter being cut off mid-interview by
an oblivious pedestrian, played by Streets
Department Deputy Commissioner Steven
Buckley.

“Sidewalk safety is important,” Nutter
noted just after his mock interview was dis-
rupted. The video also features a rowdy band
of anti-texting protesters.

All kidding aside, officials said distracted
pedestrians are a serious issue the city plans
to address.

Pedestrians walk through an “e-lane”
Monday, April 2, 2012, in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter used
April Fool’s Day to have a little fun with what
he says is a real problem: distracted walking.
City officials painted lines and oblivious
stick-figure pictures on one stretch of John F.
Kennedy Boulevard near City Hall as a jab at
pedestrians who keep their eyes on their cell-
phone screens and not their surroundings.

Photo: Matt Rourke / AP

GOOD ADVICE OF THE MONTH
“CUSTOMERS DON’T EXPECT YOU TO BE PERFECT. THEY
DO EXPECT YOU TO FIX THINGS WHEN THEY GO WRONG.” 

— DONALD PORTER
V.P. BRITISH AIRWAYS

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these article and more
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THE VARMINT COUNTY CHRONICLES “Boomer” Winfrey
Varmint County Correspondent

RIME WAS IN THE NEWS HERE IN

VARMINT COUNTY LAST WEEK.
I’M NOT TALKING ABOUT THE

USUAL RUN OF BUSTED METH LABS

OR THE BURGLARIES AND BREAK-INS OUT AT

MUD LAKE BY ADDICTS TRYING TO FINANCE

THEIR DRUG HABITS.

That’s old news in most rural areas of
Appalachia, as are incidents of domestic vio-
lence, or drunken brawls and assault at the var-
ious bars and taverns.

No, this was crime as only Varmint County
can experience it, a tale so outrageous that it
will entertain the codgers down at the Arby’s
Breakfast Club, the poker crowd at Doc
Filstrup’s and the loafers at Smiley’s Pool
Emporium for months to come.

You may recall some of our more famous
crimes of the past, such as the time Bert
McCracken attempted to rob the Varmint
County Savings & Trust at knife point. Of
course, Bert brandished his knife at the clerk
behind the drive-in window and demanded all
her money. 

The poor girl was laughing so hard she almost
forgot to push the silent alarm, and if Bert had
been sober enough to drive off, he might have
escaped the twenty-three deputies and two city
cops that surrounded his pick-up truck.

That was a crime that kept on providing
entertainment for several months, as Bert’s
trial for attempted bank robbery filled the
courtroom daily. Bert pleaded not guilty by
reason of being drunk and unconscious at the
time of the robbery.

“Your honor, it must have been my subcon-
scious robbing that bank. I don’t remember a
thing after finishing off a quart of Haig Hollow
Spring Run moonshine that morning,” Bert
told Judge Hard Time Harwell.

“Well, Bert, I can sympathize with you. A
quart of the Haigs’ most powerful liquor
would definitely make most folks uncon-
scious.” Hard Time commented. “Tell you
what, I’m going to drop the charges against
you, and sentence your subconscious to eleven
months and twenty-nine days at hard labor.”

Bert was still trying to figure that one out as
the deputies led him back to his cell.

Another crime that turned out not to be a
crime, occurred some years back when the dis-
appearance of Cordelia Clotfelter, Varmint
County’s infamous witch, was solved.

Cordelia, in addition to dabbling in hexes
and potions, also sold her special brand of
moonshine, that had a bit of added kick to it
and was quite popular with a certain crowd.
One summer, the fellows in that crowd, about
half a dozen strapping young men that worked
in the mines in Upper Primroy, vanished,
along with Cordelia.

Rumors flew that Cordelia had turned them
all into turkey vultures or rat snakes and fled

the county. Other rumors flew around that the
old gal had put a spell on the young men, mak-
ing them believe she was a raging beauty, and
eloped with the bunch.

Cordelia’s run-down house remained empty
for a couple of years until her granddaughter
Camilla donated it to a local church, and it was
remodeled and turned into a shelter for abused
and battered women.

In a short time, close to a dozen abused wives
were staying at the shelter, trying to avoid their
worthless menfolk. One of the men, Curley
Pinetar, found out where the shelter was locat-
ed. One night, deep in his cups at the Dead Rat
Tavern, Curley talked several other abandoned
wife beaters into storming the shelter, with the
idea of dragging the women home by the hair
of their heads, caveman style.

Eight burley drunks marched up the hill to
the old Clotfelter home and began raising a
ruckus on the front porch when the ladies
refused to open the door.

Suddenly, the porch collapsed, dumping the
men twelve feet into a hidden cellar. Curley
regained his senses first, lifted his head and
found himself staring into the face of Cordelia
Clotfelter. Cordelia was a frightening figure in
life; what Curley saw was even more frighten-
ing – the mummified remains of Cordelia, pre-
served by her potent corn liquor.

Arranged around a table were the remains of
the six missing men, all victims of a batch of
bad moonshine that had poisoned them while
they drank. The abusive husbands, convinced
that they had seen the Devil, or worse, clam-
bered out of the cellar and vanished over the hill.

But I’ve gotten off my subject, as I often do
when spinning tales of Varmint County. Our
most recent crime story should be a good rival
to anything that has happened in the past.

Arlie Hockmeyer runs Arlie’s Wrecker
Service on the outskirts of Lower Primroy. As
with all members of the Hockmeyer Clan,
Arlie also dabbles a bit in a certain agricultur-
al pursuit that is frowned upon by the DEA
and law enforcement agencies. The
Hockmeyers used to be the Haig Clan’s chief
rivals for the moonshine business in these
parts, but the Haigs went more or less legiti-
mate when the Air Force purchased their
“Spring Run” formula as a rocket fuel additive.

The Hockmeyers discovered that growing a
certain illegal weed proved much more lucra-
tive financially and involved less work than
making “shine.”

So, one evening a couple of weeks back, Arlie
and his cousin Tobin Hockmeyer set off on a
run into Burrville with the remains of last year’s
harvest. Normally Arlie would have driven his
car, the one with the secret panels that lift up to
provide hiding places, but his teenaged son
blew the engine last week while drag racing.

Arlie and Tobin loaded their crop in the front
seat of Arlie’s oldest wrecker and set off, when
a couple of miles out of Burrville, they ran into
a routine highway patrol roadblock.

Now, nothing sets off suspicion among state
troopers as much as someone executing a U-
turn at the approach to a roadblock. Two squad
cars set off in hot pursuit of Arlie and Tobin;
one drew alongside the wrecker while the
other followed close on his tail.

Suddenly, Arlie decided it would not be a
good idea to get caught with ten kilos of pot on
his front seat. He made a sharp right turn onto a
gravel road, causing several things to happen
simultaneously. First, the hook on his wrecker
cable slipped loose and began swinging around
in the air. Second, Tobin’s knee accidentally hit
the cable release knob and around thirty feet of
cable unwound before Arlie had time to stop it.

The third thing is predictable: the hook,
swinging wildly on the end of thirty feet of
cable, caught under the front bumper of state
trooper Curtis Buckman’s patrol car. Arlie
tried to wind the loose cable back up, but as he
did, he merely lifted the front wheels of
Buckman’s patrol car in the air.

Trooper Buckman now knew the true mean-
ing of “close pursuit.” His car dangled help-
lessly on the end of the cable while Arlie tried
to outrun the other trooper on the winding
gravel road. Fortunately for both, Arlie’s old
wrecker couldn’t do more that 55 mph, so it
wasn’t exactly a high-speed chase, more like a
slow motion chase.

Arlie finally came out on another paved road
and cut sharply into traffic, pointing his wreck-
er eastward toward Varmint County. By this
time, six highway patrol vehicles and a Burr
County sheriff’s deputy had joined the pursuit.

Hoping to shake the captured patrol car
loose, Arlie tried several maneuvers, including
letting out more cable and swerving sharply.
Trooper Buckman watched helplessly as his
car first took out a pop-up camper parked at a
roadside picnic table, then crashed into the
“Welcome to Varmint County” sign on
Highway 93.

Arlie tried one last maneuver to shake the
trooper off his tow cable, cutting off the high-
way at Elmo’s Truck Stop and sliding through
the parking lot. The highway patrol car collid-
ed with a pick-up truck loaded with crated
chickens, driven by Elmo Small, but without

the desired results.
Instead of shaking Trooper Buckman loose,

the patrol car’s rear bumper hooked the front
bumper of Elmo’s truck. Tobin Hockmeyer,
looking back at the chaos , simply said, “Look’s
like we got ourselves a convoy, cousin.” 

As crates filled with squawking hens flew
through the air, Arlie and Tobin were able to
accomplish one thing – they dumped all of the
marijuana out the windows of the cab. With so
many feathers and pullets flying around, the
pursuing deputies and troopers didn’t notice a
few pounds of pot in the mix.

Finally, the pursuit blasted through the peace-
ful streets of Lower Primroy, where Sheriff
Hiram Potts had set up a roadblock on the edge
of town, consisting of two concrete trucks from
P & D Concrete Products. Hiram was not one to
mess around with half-baked roadblocks.

Arlie saw the concrete trucks as he
approached, now slowed to around 40  mph
while towing a highway patrol car and a pick-
up loaded with chickens. He swerved at a 90-
degree turn down a side street, and Elmo Small
and his pick-up finally dislodged, sailing
directly through the front window of Smiley’s
Tobacco Mercantile.

Meanwhile, the eleven highway patrol cruis-
ers and three Burr County deputies who had
been following Arlie, also saw the concrete
truck roadblock and tried to stop. One state
cruiser stopped in time, only to be rammed
into the concrete truck by a pursuing deputy’s
car. The rest of the vehicles piled on top of
each other in a mound of twisted chrome and
smashed blue lights.

When Elmo’s truck dislodged, it caused
Trooper Buckman’s car to lift sharply, and
Arlie’s tow cable finally came loose from the
bumper. The vehicle then sailed through the
open bay doors of the Lower Primroy Volunteer
Fire Department, crashing into Water Truck # 2.

Arlie and Tobin, in all the confusion, van-
ished, tow truck and all, and have still not been
seen around Varmint County since the incident.

The final indignity, at least from the pursu-
ing lawmen’s point of view, came an hour or
so after the pile-up at the concrete truck road-
block. Sheriff Potts called in wreckers to clear
the debris when Burr County Sheriff Buford
Gill noticed that the three wreckers towing his
smashed vehicles all had “Arlie’s Wrecker
Service” painted on the side.

“Call another wrecker service. Damned if
we’re going to pay out money to the fellow
who caused all this,” Sheriff Gill insisted.

“Sorry, Buford. Arlie’s is the only wrecker
service we have here in Varmint County. His
wife, uncle and son didn’t have nothing to do
with what went on tonight and they’re towing
your patrol cars. Besides, when we finally do
catch up with Arlie, he’s going to need the
money to post bail, hire a lawyer and pay for
all the damage.”

Final Indignity Awaits Cops at End of Unusual Car Chase
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Dear Fabricator,

On June 27th and 28th, 2012 there will be 10 people that will
discover and learn an “in-demand” skill that will completely
transform their business and their life.

Sound overblown? Sound too good to be true? Consider this…

Steve, from Oregon, learned this skill. And in 8 hours he made
nearly $2,000 with a cost of materials of only $150. He can do
the job out of the trunk of a car – no truck required. And he
never lifted even a sliver of granite or other heavy object.

But it gets better, because every tool you need to do this type
of work you probably already own. Even if you don’t, your total
start-up costs (if you had to buy everything) would be less than
$1,000. 

Best of all, we’ve talked Steve – the inventor of this system –
into teaching you everything you need to know in just 2 days…
including where to find customers.

Customers Are Everywhere…

Over the last 10 years, millions of people have installed stone
and engineered stone in their homes. Those counters and
floors are now covered with scratches and stains. Some are
just plain dull. Most homeowners don't even know there’s a way
to fix these things. But there is.

And that’s what you’ll discover… a way to bring those old coun-
ters and floors back to like-new condition. And when you do,
customers will gladly write you a check for saving their invest-
ment and the showpiece of their home.

The First 10 People to Register Will Join Us 
June 27th and 28th in Knoxville, TN

Space is limited for this two-day, hands-on workshop. You’ll
learn how to remove surface scratches from both natural and
engineered stone. Taught by Steve Anneker, the inventor, you
will discover how the game-changing Polishing Pro System will
open up a new world of business opportunity for you. 

The cost? Only $399. This training class includes two nights
lodging, lunches, snacks and all materials. Come dressed to
work and ready to learn. For more information or to hold your
spot, contact me, Kurt Alexander, toll-free at 877-493-0205.

Hope to see you at the class,

Kurt Alexander

P.S. – The class is strictly limited to 10 people. You will learn
everything you need to know to start making $500-1,000/week
or more as a stone restoration specialist when you get home.

If You Are Willing to Spend Just 2 Days
Adding This “In-Demand” Skill To Your
Business, Then You’ll Never Worry
About Having Enough Work Again.

An Open Letter To Those Who Want More From Life…

A revolutionary new method of polishing stone allows those in the know to create an extra
$500-$1,000 even $2,500 each and every week… without installing a single countertop.

B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for June 2012 Polishing Pro Training Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this advertiser and more
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COVERINGS 2012: SUCCESS BY DESIGN
Industry Report on the Recent Orlando Trade Show

Peter J. Marcucci
Special Correspondent

VERYONE OF US WHO PARTICI-
PATE IN THE MONTH TO MONTH CRE-
ATION OF THE SLIPPERY ROCK

GAZETTE TAKE OUR JOBS SERIOUS-
LY, BUT I MUST CONFESS, WHEN IT’S TRADE SHOW

TIME, I’M LIKE A LITTLE KID IN A TOY STORE

APPRAISINGLY TOUCHING ALL THE GREAT PROD-
UCTS—AND TRUTHFULLY, WHAT BETTER WAY IS

THERE TO GET “HANDS-ON” EXPERIENCE OF NEW

STONE SELECTIONS, MACHINERY AND RELATED

PRODUCTS, WHILE RUBBING ELBOWS WITH THE

MOVERS AND SHAKERS OF OUR INDUSTRY?     

That being said, the Coverings 2012
Orlando, Florida show at the Orange County
Convention Center was a magnificent machine
and stone fashion show featuring over 800
exhibitors from around the globe, displaying
their latest designs, colors and technology.
Oh—and there were spectators—lots of specta-
tors browsing and salivating over many of the
products, proof that the natural stone industry
is alive and well. 

But truth be told, it wasn’t just a glitz and
glamour event. There were a multitude of edu-
cational opportunities available for the taking,
on topics ranging from business and design, to
fabrication and installation, and everything in
between. These classes were not just an hour’s
worth of sleep-inducing “how-to-do-it” talk,
they were presented by very dynamic speakers
with very solid information. 

Yours truly attended a class given by speaker
Kim Bernard of Walker Zanger. Kim’s presen-
tation “Selling To The Senses” was a highly
inspiring one-hour lecture from her educated
and experienced perspective. Kim is a credit to
her company and to our industry. Great info.
Well done!

Prior to show time, while waiting for the
doors to open, one couldn’t help notice the
entourages of exhibitors swiftly streaming in.
Row after row, these groups consisted of women
dressed to attract, and men dressed to impress;
many wore faces from other lands— all were
ready to do business—serious business.

Entering from the south end when the clock
hit ten, I was immediately attracted by the
many slab suppliers displaying their finest. On
hand, bringing local color to the event were
names like MS International, Inc., Luigi
Antolini, Vermont Quarries Corp., and
Henraux to name a few, with each featuring
dazzling eye-candy and priming all who
walked near to take a closer look at the high-
end scale of dazzling, sublime colors available
by some of the finest stone suppliers in the
world.

As I excitedly moved through the rows of
exotics, touching (like that kid in a toy store)
and visually sifting through each vignette,
senses still enthused by the collage of colors,
my toy store journey continued moving ever
closer toward the Big Boy’s Toys with names
like Breton, Park, Brembana, Northwood and

Intermac appearing on the horizon, attracting
me and others from every direction like a huge
magnet. 

Within minutes of reaching this toy nirvana,
fixated evaluation of these marvels of technol-
ogy revealed a few important things: these
machines are not your father’s CNCs; they are
the new, fast and furious breed that are quieter
and much more efficient, and this smorgasbord
of cutting-edge shaping machines easily
inspires an “adrenaline moment” for any tech-
loving stone fabricator–me included.

People, Facts and Rumors
After settling down to a more leisurely state

of mind, I began to take notice of other things
like nods and handshakes and pats on the back,
business groups in conference and people
walking from vendor to vendor carrying papers
with numbers, and copious amounts of
buyer/seller sit-down meetings with strong,
serious eye contact and deals being
penned...and then sometimes, there was just
plain old schmoozing.  

While finally taking the time to mix and min-
gle with vendors, the general mood of the
exhibitors seemed to be best described as
“speculative in nature” and most were sipping
a drink of “moderate optimism” from a glass
“half full,” such as Mr. Gianluca Boschi of
Henraux. When asked about client buying
trends, Mr. Gianluca confidently replied by
saying, “Standard and premium slab sales are
stable, and the demand for exotics are on an
upswing.” 

Continued on page 41
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COVERINGS 2012: SUCCESS BY DESIGN
Industry Report on the Recent Orlando Trade Show

I also cajoled Mr. Jorge Hernandez of
Kertiles for his take on the current business cli-
mate, and he mirrored the general consensus of
many of the other exhibitors I spoke with by
saying, “Volume has been increasing mostly
due to an expanded client base that we’ve been
building.” So it’s no wonder when looking
below the chiseled surface of these quotes that
the business environment continues to evolve to
the positive, and it’s no surprise that suppliers of
all types are gearing up to service “full spec-
trum” new entrants into fabrication as well as the
old guard that has survived the last few years.

Most Impressive Products
This is a tough one. With so many impressive

high-dollar machines on hand to choose from,
one might think CNC or edge machine, right?
Nope! What really impressed me were the eco-
nomical and practical solutions for the every-
day problems that fabricators face in shops
large and small, such as Laser Products
Industries digital templater. Dan Louis,
President of the company, gave me a test drive
of this neat product and allowed me to touch
and feel this tripod-based laser to my hearts
content. It’s an impressively cool tool. 

I then walked up to the RYE-Corp. booth and
was introduced to the Fab King fabrication
center by Mr. Rod York. In detail, Rod, whose
motto is “keep it simple,” easily explained how
this no-frills tool can enhance the production
speed of any shop for the reasonable price of
under 20 grand. Easy to set up and maintain,
The Fab King is a worthwhile investment and
sure to give years of service.  

I was also fortunate to have had an extended

conversation with Dan Fedrigon, Vice
President of Beckart Environmental, Inc. Dan
and his people really take the old saying, “no
water—no shop” seriously and offer a sized-to-
your-needs wastewater treatment system 
second to none. 

But honestly, the pitch of the excitement was
raised whenever a presenter flipped the switch
of the Edgemate/Sinkmate Bandit, Chopper,
and Tracker, or the Tomahawk stone tools at
the Braxton-Bragg booth. I couldn’t believe the
amount of people that flocked in droves to be
part of these demos, and I watched in amaze-
ment how these low-cost solutions stole the
show, time after time.

Upon leaving this extravaganza, fully
charged with two days of impressions, sights
and sensations, I returned home with the finest
examples of slab colors painted onto my retinas
and the best in technology indelibly etched in
my mind, and if optimism is contagious, I fully
expected all who attended to return to their
places of business, energized and eager to pass
it on. 

Yes, it’s still a rough and tumble business
environment with many deals hanging heavily
on price, but that being said, if the excitement
and energy of the Coverings 2012 Orlando,
Florida show is a bellwether of the future of our
industry, then I’m quite sure that the next few
years for all of us are going to be very good.

Coverings 2013 will be in Atlanta, Georgia
April 29 to May 2. Will you be there? 

Peter J. Marcucci has over 25 years of fabri-
cation experience in the stone industry. Send
any comments to pjmgsxr@aol.com.

Continued from page 40

LOBAL CNC CUTTING SYSTEM

MANUFACTURER MULTICAM® INC.
IS PROUD TO UNVEIL THE VERSA-
TILE 8000 SERIES FIVE-AXIS

ROUTER AS THE ULTIMATE HIGH-PERFORMANCE

CNC MACHINING SOLUTION. THIS NEW LINE IS

THE CHOICE FOR HIGH-SPEED, HEAVY-DUTY ROUT-
ING IN THE WOODWORKING, PLASTICS, NON-FER-
ROUS METALS AND COMPOSITES INDUSTRIES.   

“Five-axis CNC machining opens up a world
of new capabilities for MultiCam,” said
Director of Sales and Marketing John Harris.
“Applications include edge trimming of molded
wood, plastic and composite parts, deep-cavity
mold making and machining of spiral staircase
components.”

In addition to the standard X, Y and Z axes,
the end of the Z axis features a 440-degree rota-
tional axis and a 150-degree swing axis.
Visualize a hemispherical work envelope (the
lower half of a basketball) on the end of the Z
axis. MultiCam can put the tool at any point on
this surface under full CNC program control.

The operator may program all five axes to

move simultaneously. Or program the fourth
and fifth axes separately or locked in the verti-
cal position to run the 8000 Series as a standard
three-axis machine. Using all five axes of
movement isn’t always necessary. Five-axis
machines are extremely flexible with the ability to
expand a shop’s capabilities for future business.

To learn more about MultiCam’s CNC cutting
solutions, visit www.multicam.com, email
sales@multicam.com or call 972-929-4070.

About MultiCam 
Since 1989, MultiCam Inc. has manufactured

thousands of CNC (computer numerical con-
trol) cutting solutions for various industries
around the world. The innovative company inte-
grates advanced technology and value in highly
productive systems that are easy to use and built
to last. 

MultiCam manufactures CNC router, laser,
plasma, waterjet and knife cutting machines at
its 135,000-square-foot facility in North Texas.
Its global network of experts includes 70
MultiCam Technology Centers worldwide with
20 across North America.

FIVE AXES BROADEN MULTICAM®

8000 SERIES CNC 
ROUTER APPLICATIONS

FATHER’S DAY QUOTE
“FATHERS, LIKE MOTHERS, ARE NOT BORN. MEN GROW

INTO FATHERS AND FATHERING IS A VERY IMPORTANT
STAGE IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT.”

— DAVID GOTTESMAN (1926-) AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN

#804 ON FORBES’ 2012 LIST OF BILLIONAIRES
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ILE REDI®, WORLD-LEADING MAN-
UFACTURER AND MARKETER OF

PRE-FORMED, ONE-PIECE SHOWER

PANS AND RELATED ACCESSORIES,
INTRODUCES REDI TRENCH™.

Can you dig it?™ An incredibly exciting mar-
riage of design and function in the bath indus-
try! Redi Trench™ displayed for the first time
at the Tile Redi® exhibit at The Kitchen and
Bath Industry Show in Chicago, April 24-26th,
where it won the Best of the Bath award. 

“We are delighted to have received this pres-
tigious honor,” said Farrell Gerber, Executive
VP Sales of Tile Redi®. 

Redi Trench™ meets the needs of building
professionals and DIY’ers with an innovative,
exclusive design added to the established utili-
ty the industry now expects from Tile Redi’s
tried-and tested tile ready shower pans. 

Redi Trench™ features offer endless design
flexibility, as  it can be used with any size Redi
Base (52–72˝), plank pitched, molded-in
trench, put in any trench location, any drain
location in trench or with your choice of tile-
able or grate top. 

Tile Redi’s® patented and UL-listed shower
pans and other innovative tile ready products
are manufactured as pre-formed, one-piece
shower modules. Shower pans are complete
with fully integrated drains, curbs and splash
walls, each leak-proof and mold free unit is
pre-pitched for easy drainage and immediately
ready for tile. 

By solving water intrusion problems, Tile
Redi® shower pans inhibit the growth of mold
and mildew. For more information, please con-
tact: Tile Redi®, 4450 NW 126th Avenue, Suite
101, Coral Springs, FL 33065, call 800-232-
6156, or go online at www.tileredi.com. 

REDI TRENCH™ DEBUTS AT THE
KITCHEN AND BATH INDUSTRY SHOW,

WINS BEST OF THE BATH AWARD

Non-Tileable A Non-Tileable B

Tileable A Tileable B

READING, WRITING AND MIRANDA RIGHTS
KINDERGARTNER WHO THREW A

TANTRUM AT HER SMALL-TOWN

GEORGIA SCHOOL WAS TAKEN

AWAY IN HANDCUFFS, HER ARMS

BEHIND HER BACK, IN AN EPISODE THAT IS FIR-
ING UP THE DEBATE OVER WHETHER TEACHERS

AND POLICE AROUND THE COUNTRY ARE OVER-
REACTING ALL TOO OFTEN WHEN DEALING WITH

DISRUPTIVE STUDENTS.

The family of 6-year-old Salecia Johnson
lashed out over her treatment and said she was
badly shaken, while the school system and the
police defended how they handled the episode.

Across the country, civil rights advocates and
criminal justice experts say, frustrated teachers
and principals are calling in the police to deal
with even relatively minor disruptions.

Some juvenile authorities say they believe it
is happening more often, driven by zero-toler-
ance policies and an increased police presence
on school grounds over the past two decades
because of tragedies like the Columbine High
massacre in Colorado. Hard numbers to back
up the assertion are difficult to come by.

“Kids are being arrested for being kids,” said
Shannon Kennedy, a civil rights attorney who is
suing the Albuquerque, NM, school district,
where hundreds of kids have been arrested in
the past few years for minor offenses — includ-
ing such things as having cellphones in class,
burping, refusing to switch seats and destroying
a history book. In 2010, a 14-year-old boy was
arrested for inflating a condom in class.

In Georgia, Salecia was accused of tearing
items off the walls and throwing books and toys
in an outburst Friday at Creekside Elementary
in Milledgeville, a city of about 18,000, some
90 miles from Atlanta, police said. Authorities
said she also threw a small shelf that struck the
principal in the leg, and jumped on a paper
shredder and tried to break a glass frame.

Police refused to say what set off the tantrum.
The school called police, and when an officer
tried to calm the child in the principal’s office,
she resisted, authorities said. She then was
handcuffed and taken away in a patrol car.

Baldwin County schools Superintendent
Geneva Braziel called the student’s behavior
“violent and disruptive.”

“The Milledgeville police department was
ultimately called to assist due to safety con-
cerns for the student, other classmates and the
school staff,” Braziel said in a statement.

Interim Police Chief Dray Swicord said the
department’s policy is to handcuff people when
they are taken to the police station, regardless of
their age, “for the safety of themselves as well
as the officer.” He said the child was restrained
with steel cuffs, the only kind the department uses.

He said the girl will not be charged with a
crime because she is too young.

The girl’s aunt, Candace Ruff, went with
the child’s mother to pick her up at the police
station. She said Salecia was in a holding cell
and complained about the handcuffs.

“She said they were really tight. She said they
really hurt her wrists,” Ruff said. “She was so
shaken up when we went there to pick her up.”

The police chief said the girl was taken to the
squad room, not a holding cell, and officers
there tried to calm her and gave her a soda.

The girl was suspended and can’t return to
school until August, her mother, Constance
Ruff, told WMAZ-TV.

“We would not like to see this happen to
another child, because it’s horrifying. It’s
devastating,” the girl’s aunt said.

In Florida, the use of police in schools came
up several years ago when officers arrested a
kindergartner who threw a tantrum during a
jelly bean-counting contest. A bill was pro-
posed this year to restrict police from arresting
youngsters for misdemeanors or other acts that
do not pose serious safety threats.

In Albuquerque, Annette Montano said her
13-year-old son was arrested last year after
burping in gym class.

“I have had some concern for a while that the
schools have relied a little too heavily on police
officers to handle disciplinary problems,” said
Darrel Stephens, a former Charlotte, NC, police
chief and executive director of the Major Cities
Chiefs Association.

Civil rights advocates, educators and law
enforcement officials say a number of factors
have led to the arrests.

Among them: Some officers are operating
without special training. School administrators
are desperate to get the attention of uninvolved
parents. And overwhelmed teachers are unaware
that calling in the police to defuse a situation
could also result in serious criminal charges.

Albuquerque school officials have declined
to comment on the arrests there. Ellen
Bernstein, president of the Albuquerque
teachers union, said students’ bad behavior is
more extreme these days.

From sexual harassment in elementary and
middle school to children throwing furniture,
“there is more chronic and extreme disre-
spect, disinterest and kids who basically
don’t care,” she said.

In Texas, a December report from the non-
profit public interest group Texas Appleseed
says more than 275,000 non-traffic tickets are
issued to juveniles each year. While it is
unclear how many are written at school, the
group says the vast majority are for offenses
most commonly linked to school-related mis-
behavior such as disruption of class, disorder-
ly conduct and disruption of transportation,

Texas state Sen. John Whitmire, who wants
to eliminate student ticketing, said educators
and police need to better distinguish between
those students they are afraid of and those
they are mad at.

“If you are afraid of someone because they
bring a gun or drugs, of course we come
down hard,” Whitmire said. “It’s the kids that
just make you mad that you don’t need to
make a crime.”

PUTTING ON THE SQUEEZE
OLICE USING SURVEILLANCE

VIDEO HAVE PUT THE SQUEEZE

ON A MAN SUSPECTED OF TRYING

TO STEAL A SHOPPING CART FULL

OF TOOTHPASTE FROM A WESTERN MASSACHU-
SETTS GROCERY STORE.

Police arrested 23-year old Timmy John
Laflamme after spotting him sitting in a car
across the street from the Stop & Shop super-
market in East Longmeadow where he was
accused of trying to rob the previous week.

Laflamme, of Chicopee, pleaded not guilty
to shoplifting and was ordered held without

bail because of pending cases in Springfield.
Police tell The Republican that Laflamme

tried leaving the store with the toothpaste on
April 4 but fled when he was stopped by
store employees.

Police say shoplifting toothpaste and other
toiletries is common. Thieves try to resell the
items to small convenience stores.

Source: The Springfield Republican,
http://www.masslive.com/news/
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EPORTS OF THE DEMISE OF THE

TWO-STROKE ENGINE FOR STONE

INDUSTRY TOOLS HAVE BEEN

GREATLY EXAGGERATED.   

Although there has been concern that emis-
sion standards promulgated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency during the
past 10 years would spell their doom, two-
stroke engines continue to be viable for use in
handheld tools.

The regulations brought an end to the manu-
facture of the old-fashioned type of engines
used in lawnmowers and similar applications,
but the emission standards for handheld engines
are still attainable for manufacturers, said
Roger Gault, technical director for the Truck
and Engine Manufacturers Association.

“The demise of two-stroke engines has been
mischaracterized a little bit,” he said. “It’s been
narrowed, and it’s not been easy, but there are
still a lot produced.” 

For instance, Diamond Products Ltd. has
introduced Fast-Cut SLR high speed saws with
Scavenged Loss Reduction technology (SLR)
that allows reduced fuel consumption and a
cleaner running engine.

Greg Lipscomb, southeast regional manager
for Diamond Products, said the Fast-Cut SLR
saw offers definite benefits to customers. “The
power-to-weight ratio is one of the best in the
industry,” he said. “We feel very good about the
saw since it’s been introduced. We’ve had a big
success, and it’s been well received in the mar-
ket for performance and dependability. They are
holding up well. We’re getting a lot of good
feedback.”

The Fast-Cut SLR saws are especially
dependable for the price, Lipscomb said. “We
are really happy with the repair rate. It’s been a
great launch for us. We’ve had better than
expected sales out of the gate.”

The saw’s features include:
● Choice of 12˝ or 14˝ blade capacity
● Runs cleaner and greener than other high 

speed saws
● SLR muffler complies with government 

emission limits – emission reduction with 
aging factor

● Powerful 73cc gas/oil mix engine
● 5-stage filtration system
● Water kit included with garden hose 

connection
● Modified decompression valve, carburetor 

and improved ignition coil for fast starting
● Includes tools for blade changing, guard 

adjustments and operation
● Improved fuel consumption and increased 

cutting efficiency
● Optimized cooling from air flow and fuel 

compensator reduces cylinder temperature
The EPA has adopted new standards for emis-

sions of hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides
(NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO) from a vari-

ety of non-road engines, equipment, and vessels
that cause or contribute to air pollution. The
standards are meant to reduce the harmful
health effects of ozone and carbon monoxide
from these engines.

This has produced technical challenges for
manufacturers, which have definitely been met

in the design for the Fast-Cut
SLR saws, said Braxton-
Bragg Product Manager
Steve Bussell.

“It runs cleaner and green-
er, and what that really means
is they have an exhaust sys-
tem —a muffler type sys-
tem— that complies with
emission requirements such
as those of the EPA and the
European Union. That is key
for this because there have
been new things that have
been put on the books that
require more stringent stan-
dards.”

The question of emissions
aside, the Fast-Cut SLR
excels at what it is meant to
do, Bussell said. “It’s a really
high-quality saw. It’s actually
made in Germany. It really
feels and looks like a really
nice piece of equipment.”

A large filter system keeps
the saw running optimally
and prevents the carburetor
and other components from
being contaminated by dirt
being drawn into the

machine, he said.  “They’ve made that larger so
it could work more efficiently.”

Users will enjoy some of the other features of
the design. “It’s pretty lightweight, too,”
Bussell said. “It’s only about 28 pounds. It’s
easy to use.”

The saws incorporate a proven mass-dampen-

ing system that greatly reduces vibration for
operator comfort. They are also balanced for
less operator fatigue.

A computerized ignition, digital timing con-
trol, and an ignition coil with start support func-
tion provide for faster and easier starting of the
saws, Bussell said. “... They have a new ignition
for fast starting that has been added. (On some
other equipment), you can be exhausted just
trying to get something to run before you even
start the job, and the Fast-Cut has great features
that allow it to be fast starting.”

The inner workings of the engine have been
tweaked to optimize cooling from air flow and
the fuel compensator, which reduces cylinder
temperature. A smooth start decompression
valve also reduces start-up force by 70 percent.

One of the largest manufacturers of diamond
tools in the U.S., Diamond Products is based in
Elyria, Ohio. Since its founding in the mid-
1940s, it has grown to employ more than 300
people and markets its products throughout the
U.S., Canada, Mexico, Europe, and Asia.

Diamond Products is second to none in cus-
tomer support. In addition to stock items, the
company will build customized tools for indi-
vidual customers.

More information about the Fast-Cut SLR
Saws and other Core Cut® products are avail-
able by calling Diamond Products at 800-321-
5336 or visit www.diamondproducts.com.

Braxton-Bragg is dedicated to getting
Diamond Products tools into its customer’s
hands. It offers their products with a complete
30-day money back satisfaction guarantee.

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401. 

DEMISE OF THE TWO-STROKE ENGINE
HAS BEEN GREATLY EXAGGERATED

Joel Davis
Special Correspondent
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STONE & IMAGE
Custom Design and Inlay Surfaces from Aalto Design

Peter J. Marcucci
Special Correspondent

22 YEAR PIONEER AND LEADER IN

THE DESIGN AND CREATION OF CUS-
TOM INLAY SURFACES, AALTO

DESIGN HAS CONSISTENTLY PUSHED

THE LIMITS OF ARCHITECTURAL STONE FABRICA-
TION TOWARD THAT ALL ELUSIVE BENCHMARK OF

QUALITY USING WATERJET TECHNOLOGY.     

Known for their unique brand of designer
inlay stone surfaces, Aalto Design’s emphasis
on the creation of intricate, one-of-a-kind prod-
ucts, is a crystalline example of a traditional and
contemporary art form taken to the cutting-edge
using waterjet technology. With over 10,000
completed projects globally, their distinct brand
can be found in the finest hotels, casinos and
homes of the elite demographic.

Founded by Harri Aalto in 1990, Aalto
Design’s humble beginnings originated in a
Fairfield, Iowa warehouse once occupied by a
manufacturing company that used waterjet
technology for the production of industrial
parts. And so he began. Possessing a strong
internal rudder, a fine arts degree in hand, and
a keen sense of what can be, Harri Aalto’s
vision turned a parts factory, into a contempo-
rary workshop, placing Aalto Design on the
fast track to success as the preeminent produc-
er of contemporary waterjet designs in natural
stone.

It wasn’t hi-end work in the beginning,
though. With growing pains and a few stumbles
along the way, Harri inched his way to present
day success by staying flexible and resourceful
in the fine art of obtaining clients and work.
“Harri saw the possibilities of waterjet technol-
ogy from the very beginning and never looked
back,” explained Gary Wacknov, Partner and
Account representative. “In the early years, the
company went through a lot of changes while
establishing its current position in the waterjet
fabrication field. There were economy fluctua-
tions, changing design trends and growth chal-
lenges, to name a few, but with unwavering
resolve and perseverance, Harri’s small compa-
ny produced a quality product in lock-step
while improving its image and eventually
building a well-capitalized, world class compa-
ny staffed with world class people.” 

Gary then continued by saying, “The majori-
ty of our work is inlaid flooring, and our brand
is unique in that we do [whole] floor patterns
and designs. Instead of creating a focal point
medallion in a residence or casino entry, we
create accents like borders around the perime-
ter to complement all other elements, thereby
creating a ‘whole floor’ look. 

“Our art department will receive floor plans
from a client and then interpret those ideas
using Photoshop and other computer programs.
These floor plans can range from 6,000 to
25,000 square feet. We then integrate those
designs into the plans and send them back to
the client, showing them the possibilities.
Then, after design and material approval, we

create a custom ‘turn-key’ kit that’s dry-fitted
on a workbench, checked for fit, sequentially
numbered, packed, and then crated. This allows
any qualified installer to unpack and easily
place each piece in the proper area during
installation. The project is then transported to its
destination using the finest handpicked national
and international shippers in the world.”

With a strong family presence to this day,
Harri, now Partner and Creative director; his
wife Annie and daughter Catherine, both
Senior Artists, contribute to the artistic side of
the company; while Jim Belilove, President;
Hawei Perrett, General Manager; and Gary
Wacknov, control the production and business
end. Aalto Design’s other esteemed employees
consist of four design artists, five CAD artists, fif-
teen fabrication artists, and six office personnel.

Also, soon to make her debut within the com-
pany is daughter Maria Aalto. Maria, who is
currently attending The New School of Design
in New York City, is the future connection to
the all important upcoming “now generation”
of hi-end clients, and her talents will help to
secure the company’s position for the next sev-
eral decades. Clearly, what has pushed Aalto
Design upward has been the Aalto family’s
growing cache of talent throughout the compa-
ny and its ability to morph classical designs
into contemporary masterpieces and present
them to a world market. 

Continued on page 45

This inspiring marble floor plan created by
Annie Aalto, graces the entryway of the
Renaissance Hotel in Shanghai, China.

This finely detailed marble rug at a Tokyo, Japan senior living center is a prime example of Aalto
Designs ability to blend form with function. “Large scale project like these are easily within our
realm.”

Photos Courtesy
Aalto Design
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Gary then made clear what sets Aalto Design
apart from the others. “We have so many differ-
ent options and opportunities to custom make
these designs that we’ve made ourselves
unique in the industry. What strikes the imagi-
nation of a potential client viewing our samples
is the well-defined shapes, vivid colors of the
composition, and the accuracy of tolerances
within that arrangement. 

“Clients are also impressed by the full spec-
trum of colors we offer in granite, marble and
onyx tiles. We also offer as an option, those
same colors in slabs for projects requiring
fewer seams. For a company that creates
images for the image conscious, these things
are paramount. Seventy percent of our business
is in the residential market, and make no mis-
take about it, the people who build homes of
this magnitude are looking to make a statement
and impress their friends. 

“Many are CEOs, high-profile government

officials, movie stars and billionaires, and their
homes are for entertainment and business, and
are dressed to impress. It’s capture and power
and the statement that most are after, and image
is everything. Colors, close tolerances and
unique designs are a must. 

“Our market area is mainly North America,
including Canada. We also have a strong pres-
ence in much of Europe and Asia, including
China, and lately, Viet Nam. These markets
equate to between 50 and 100 projects per
month.” 

He then went on to say that the remaining
30% of clients are the commercial and hospi-
tality demographic with large-scale projects
like Tokyo Disneyland, Disney Wild Animal
Park in Orlando, Florida and projects like
Caesars Palace, St. Regis Hotel, Red Rock
Casino, and the Hotel Equatorial in Shanghai,
China. “Large-scale projects like these are eas-
ily within the realm of our company.” 

When asked how the last few years of slug-
gish economy has affected Aalto Designs busi-
ness, Gary said, “Like most other companies,
we were affected, but overall we’ve done pret-
ty well. We’re like everyone else, though. We
want to do business and we’ve never hesitated
to take whatever size project comes our way.
It’s not all hi-end. We do smaller scale projects
as well as large ones. We also offer a diverse
selection of custom architectural elements such
as murals, fireplaces, furniture and lathe-turned
dimensional elements such as columns.” 

Gary then closed by explaining what is on
the horizon for Aalto Design. “We see the very
lucrative Asian and Mideast markets steadily
gaining momentum, and we plan to expand our
presence in those areas by using marketing
strategies specific to those areas. 

“China has an ever growing amount of large
scale hospitality projects, and middle eastern

countries like Saudi Arabia, Dubai and India
have palaces and temples. Harri is drawn to
these types of designs, and they love our work.
We’ve begun doing shows there, and that’s
what you have to do to get in. It’s very expen-
sive, but worth it.” 

With offices in Fairfield, Iowa; Santa
Monica, California; and Shanghai, China;
Aalto Design’s relationships with the finest
architects, interior designers and landscape
artists has kept it, and will continue to keep it,
a world leader in the design and fabrication of
waterjet products. 

For more information, please visit:
www.info@aaltodesign.com or contact Gary
Wacknov at www. gary@cec-waterjet.com.

Peter J. Marcucci has over 25 years of fabri-
cation experience in the stone industry. Send
any comments to pjmgsxr@aol.com.

STONE & IMAGE
Custom Design and Inlay Surfaces from Aalto Design

Continued from page 44

Above: A De Medici medallion from Aalto Design’s Signature Collection compliments the lobby of
this specialty hospital in Cypress, Texas.

Top Right: Impressive and cutting edge, this meticulously crafted “whole floor design” installed by
Metro Tile, is a breathtaking example of “what’s possible” from the creative minds of Aalto Design.

Bottom Right: Producing 50-100 floor kits per month for the global hospitality and commercial
market, Creative Edge Master Shop’s fabrication facility is state-of-the-art.
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DOZEN DESIGN PROJECTS FROM

ACROSS THE COUNTRY WERE REC-
OGNIZED WITH THE FIRST

COVERINGS INSTALLATION &
DESIGN AWARDS. A TOTAL OF $10,000 IN PRIZE

MONEY WAS HANDED OUT TO WINNERS. 

The honors acknowledge the superior instal-
lation of tile or stone and how that skillfulness
impacts the level of aesthetics and contributes
to the interpretation of a distinctive design
vision. 

The top awards in this competition went to
Santa Barbara-based Dan Upton Construction
and Jeff Shelton Architect, who each received
the Grand Prize in the commercial category;
and, in the residential division to RJH Tile and
Stone of Holly, MI, and longtime collaborator
and tile designer, David Ellison of St. Claire
Shores, MI. A $1,000 cash prize was presented
to each of the Grand Prize honorees.

The entry earning Upton and Shelton the
award was El Andaluz, a three-story, seven-unit
condominium complex that impresses with its
tile artistry and resonates with Moroccan 
influences. 

Centerpiece of the site is an open courtyard
where the tile is fashioned into an exquisite
mélange of decoration. Eye candy at every
turn, the installation includes pillars and arch-
ways, stair risers and treads, benches and foun-

tain. Contrasting colors and patterns create the
visual dynamic that is irresistible.

The project netting RJH and Ellison their win
was a four-year undertaking in Walled Lake,
MI. The 7,500-square-foot Rosenthal residence
began for them as a call for help—the new con-
struction rife with errors and poor workman-
ship, and the five bathrooms especially suffer-
ing. So, the homeowner entrusted the team
with a total overhaul and re-design, and ulti-
mately large measures of tile, stone and wow
factor were incorporated throughout, including
unexpected use in the master bedroom and a
great room. 

Stock showroom stone was given a more ele-
gant appearance with special cuts, mitered
installation and epoxied finish. Ellison, known
among artisan circles for his designs, produced
hand-made tiles for the project that iced this
extraordinary treat.

Also Winning Big
Six other projects were cited as standouts

among the more than 50 entries from across the
country, and the installers and designers credit-
ed with them went home from Coverings with
$500 cash prizes. These winners included:

Installer: Tony Blanco, Gemini Tile Services
Designer: Inaki Muguruza, Insight Design
Project:Atrium Flooring Showroom, Miami, FL
Category: Commercial/Stone

THE FIRST COVERINGS INSTALLATION & DESIGN AWARDS PRESENTED

Continued on page 47

Installer: Wirtz Quality Installation, Inc.
Designer: Anshen+Allen Architects and 
CO Architects
Project: Palomar Medical Center West, 
Escondido, CA
Category: Commercial/Tile

Installer: Tom Susino, The Ceiling and 
Floor Shop
Designer: Joel Bargmann, Bargmann 
Hendrie+Archetype
Project: Smith Aquatic & Fitness Center, 
Charlottesville, VA
Category: Commercial/Mosaic-Glass

Installer: Raj and Henri Girem, Girem Tile 
Work Inc.

Designer: Phil Kean Designs, Inc.
Project: NAHB 2012 New American Home, 
Winter Park, FL
Category: Residential/Stone

Installer: Harry Underdah Tile Co.
Designer: Colleen Crawley, 
Motawi Tileworks
Project: Turck Residence, Decatur, MI
Category: Residential/Tile

Installer: Ernest Grof, Inspired installations
Designer: Jason Haywood, 
Signature Outdoor Concepts
Project: Bella Leoni, Grand Rapids, MI
Category: Residential/Mosaic 

GRAND PRIZE

Rosenthal/RJH

WALLED LAKE, MI

WINNER

Atrium Flooring

MIAMI, FL

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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Special Recognition
The Coverings Installation & Design Awards

judges called out four other projects and their
install/design teams because of the degree of
craftsmanship and compelling results. These
honorees received Special Recognition trophies:

Installer/Designer: Paul Pearman
Project: Mosaic Chandelier for Georgia 
Health Sciences University/College of Dental 
Medicine, Augusta, GA
Award: Art in Public Space

Installer: David Castellucci, Kenneth 
Castellucci & Associates
Designer: David Mexico, Rockwell Group
Project: Mohegan Sun – Earth Expansion 
Winter Entrance Uncasville, CT
Award: Extensive Use of Stone &

I n s t a l l a t i o n  
Excellence

Installer: Roberto Zorzi, 
Antony Architectural Stone
Designer: Mulvanny Architecture Group
Project: Hyatt at Olive 8, Seattle, WA
Award: Extensive Use of Tile & Installation 
Excellence

Installer: Gary Kundson
Designer: Holabird & Root
Project: The Monroe Building, Chicago, IL
Award: Historic Restoration

To learn more about the Coverings
Installation & Design Awards winners and their
work, visit www.coverings.com or www.face-
book.com/CoveringsShow.

About Coverings
Coverings is the premier international trade

fair and expo dedicated exclusively to showcas-
ing the newest in ceramic tile and natural stone.
It has grown to be the largest and most impor-
tant show of its kind in the U.S., featuring
exhibitors from more than 50 countries and
attracting thousands of distributors, retailers,
fabricators, contractors and specifiers, architec-
tural and design professionals, builders and real
estate developers, plus the press and journalists
who cover this vital and dynamic industry. 

Coverings is the stage for introducing some of
the most innovative tile and stone products in
the world. The exposition also serves as a valu-
able resource for continuing education for all
categories of attendees, with informative,
accredited seminars and live demonstration ses-
sions conducted throughout the four days and
all free of charge. 

Coverings 2013 is set for April 29-May 2, at
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, GA.
For more information visit www.coverings.com
or contact National Trade Productions,
Coverings Show Management, 703-683-8500.

COVERINGS AWARDS
Continued from page 46

WINNER

Bella Leoni

GRAND RAPIDS, MI

WINNER

Turck/Motawi

DECATUR, MI

GRAND PRIZE

El Andaluz

SANTA BARBARA, CA

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these article and more
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